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Abstract
A large number of web pages contain information about entities in lists where the lists are
represented in textual form. Textual lists contain implicit records of entities. However, the
field values of such records cannot easily be separated or extracted by automatic processes.
This, therefore, remains a challenging research problem in the literature. Previous studies in
the literature relied mainly on probabilistic graph-based models to capture the attributes and
the likely structures of implicit records in a list. However, one of the important limitations of
existing methods is that the structures of the records in input lists were implicitly encoded via
training data which was manually created. This thesis aims to investigate novel techniques to
acquire automatically information about entities from implicit records embedded in textual
lists on the web.
This thesis introduces a self-supervised learning framework which exploits both existing
data in a knowledge base and the structural similarity between sequences in lists to build an
extraction model automatically. In the proposed framework, initial labels for candidate field
values are created and assigned to generate label sequences. Then, the structure of implicit
records is captured via a graphical model to assign unmatched labels and rectify mismatched
labels. As a result of which, the process of entity extraction from lists can be completely
unsupervised and automated without user intervention. In order to attain that outcome, we
address three substantive research problems that need to be solved in this thesis.
Firstly, the text segments in input lists need to be assigned labels precisely so that their
statistical information is then used to build an extraction model. However, previous studies
have not considered completely both the format and content of field values when performing
the text segmentation and assigning labels. By viewing the problem of assigning labels for
text segments as the problem of membership checking in set theory, we identify and propose
a dyadic representation of semantic relations between a text segment and an attribute by
using its extensional and intensional representations. We incorporate those representations
to define a novel format-enhanced labelling technique to assign labels for text segments.
Secondly, the labels of identical concepts with differing sequences in an input list are
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often located in similar positions but the positions of the labels may vary somewhat in dif-
ferent sequences. However, until this point, there has been no information extraction system
designed to capture the distribution of labels in differing positions in order to enhance extrac-
tion results. To capture the positional information of labels, we are proposing a proximity-
based positional model, which is combined with a sequential model to improve the quality
of the label-refinement phase in our framework.
Thirdly, in order to reduce dependence on the overlap between knowledge bases and input
lists, we exploit structural similarity between text segments and sequences in the input lists,
and devise a structure-based similarity and data shifting-alignment technique to align text
segments into groups before their labels are revised by a graphical model. By the proposed
technique, we can reduce the dependency on the overlap between knowledge bases and input
lists whilst maintaining high performance of extraction model.
Initially experimental results demonstrate that our proposed techniques perform well
when compared to the state-of-the-art method. We hope that the results presented in this
thesis contribute to efforts on the extraction of information about entities in textual lists. Ad-
ditionally, they contribute towards forthcoming research on the synthesis of information from
different lists, and the provision of reasoning capacity by which to detect new relationships
between entities drawn from raw lists on the web.
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Chapter 1
Prologue
1.1 Scope, motivation and objective
The World Wide Web was found in 1989 by Tim Berners-Lee ([12]). Since that time, it
has been growing rapidly and providing a convenient environment for human to share in-
formation. By 2014, it is reported as having grown to approximately 2.9 billion users and
the total of the order of one billion web sites ([2]). As such, this provides a massive repos-
itory of information and knowledge for mankind. However, majority of information on the
web is represented in natural language or hypertext markup language (HTML). This can be
easily read and understood by humans. However, since most of information on the web is
in unstructured or semi-structured form, it is not easy to develop algorithms or automated
processes to identify discrete entities, exact concepts from them, or identify relationships
between the entities on the content of web pages.
A large number of research projects have been conducted to attempt to extract infor-
mation from web resources ([17], [5], [41], [100], [9], [8], [114], [65], [109], [22]). The
difficulty of information extraction is compounded by the fact that the quality of web pages
varies from very high quality to rubbish or nonsense pages. In addition, there is an overlay
of “noise” which arises from such sources as spelling errors, different formats, lack of stan-
dards, different abbreviations, language translation errors, etc. Information extraction (IE) is
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intended to be an automatic extraction process to generate structured data from a collection
of unstructured or semi-structured documents.
Unlike information retrieval, which is concerned with the return of relevant documents
from a wide corpus of documents for a given query, information extraction systems attempt
to generate structured information for post-processing, which is crucial to many applications
involving data integration and search engine functions. Input to an IE process can be unstruc-
tured documents (like free text written in natural language) or semi-structured documents,
such as web pages, which are pervasive on the internet. The result of the IE process is data
in a structured form, which can be processed automatically by machines.
One of the typical tasks in information extraction is entity extraction. This has become
an active and hot research topic over past decade. In 2009, Guo et al ([51]) reported that
in search engine usage, entities occurs in about 71% of user queries. Whilst the providers
of major search engines such as Google1 or Bing2 provide some information of how their
search engines function, they do not provide details of engine structure, function and algo-
rithm used. Nevertheless, it is well known that retrieval of information from queries by such
search engines make considerable use of keywords and text matching techniques. There is
little evidence to suggest that they have captured semantic information about objects, or re-
lations between objects or entities on web pages. The process of entity extraction involves
identifying entities, their attributes and relations between entities. This, therefore, is an in-
dispensable task not only in providing answers to queries, but also generally in knowledge
discovery from the web environment.
In the literature, several approaches have been proposed for extracting information relat-
ing to entities from the web. One of the popular approaches is to exploit a specific format of
HTML web pages to build wrappers or templates based on manually labeled examples ([56],
[99], [35], [37], [7], [96], [96], [89], [89]). However, this approach cannot scale up to the
whole web because manual labelling is needed for the individual format of pages on each
web site. Several attempts have been made to extract information from sentences by using
1http://www.google.com
2www.bing.com
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natural language processing (NLP) techniques. In this approach, entities are required to be
organised in sentences and their syntactic and grammatic features are exploited to build a
statistical extraction model by utilising a training dataset with manually labelled data ([18],
[79], [83], [87], [88]). Therefore, those approaches cannot be applied to extract information
about entities which are not represented in sentences on web pages, such as lists, or tables,
etc.
Meanwhile, a large number of web pages contain information about entities in the form
of lists. Lists contain implicit records of entities and are also important sources of relational
data about entities on the web. In such data sources, relationships between entities and their
values are implicitly represented by the order of the values in the lists.
Figure 1.1 illustrates an example of a list of references on a web page in bibliographic
domain. This list contains information about authors, paper titles, conference names and
publication years. Clearly, if it was possible to extract information relating to entities in
lists, implicit relations between the entities in the lists could be detected and give answers
derived to related questions such as who published which papers, in which year, at which
conferences as well as the co-authors of the papers. From the extraction results, structured
tables could be built to present relationships between entities and discover knowledge in the
domain.
Similarly, another example of the task in advertising domain can be seen in Figure 1.2.
In this example, the list contains information about books. Each book has an author name,
a book title, a publisher, a publication year, a serial number, and a price. Some books in the
example miss information, such as Book No. 6 “Lost”, which does not include a publication
year, or the book No. 10 “The Summer I turned Pretty”, where the serial number is not
specified.
Such kinds of similar unstructured information are often available in several textual
sources on the web, such as bibliographic information, postal addresses, advertisings, recipes,
courses, conferences, research funds, etc. Nevertheless, the question of how to extract infor-
mation of the data values from such unstructured lists is still a challenge. This is a practical
and important research problem which has been frequently addressed in recent studies ([119],
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1. Yi Yang, Fei Wu, Feiping Nie, Heng Tao Shen, Yueting Zhuang, and Alexander
G. Hauptmann. “Web & Personal Image Annotation by Mining Label Correlation
with Relaxed Visual Graph Embedding”. IEEE Transactions on Image Processing
(TIP), 2011.
2. Jingkuan Song, Yi Yang, Zi Huang, Heng Tao Shen, and Richang Hong. “Mul-
tiple Feature Hashing for Real-time Large Scale Near-duplicate Video Retrieval”.
In Proceedings of 19th ACM International Conference on Multimedia (ACM MM),
2011.
3. Yang Yang, Yi Yang, Zi Huang, and Heng Tao Shen. “Transfer Tagging
from Image to Video”. Proceedings of 19thACM International Conference on
Multimedia (ACM MM), 2011. (short)
4. Xiaofeng Zhu, Zi Huang, and Heng Tao Shen. “Video-to-Shot Tag Allocation
by Weighted Sparse Group Lasso”. Proceedings of 19th ACM International
Conference on Multimedia (ACM MM), 2011. (short)
5. Jiajun Liu, Zi Huang, Heng Tao Shen, and Bin Cui. “Correlation-based
Retrieval for Heavily Changed Near-duplicate Videos”. ACM Transactions on
Information Systems (TOIS), 2011.
6. Xiaoming Zhang, Zi Huang, Heng Tao Shen, Yang Yang, and Zhoujun Li.
“Automatic Tagging by Exploring Tag Information Capability and Correlation”.
World Wide Web (WWW), 2011.
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FIGURE 1.1: An example of entity extraction from lists on bibliographic domain
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1. Anderson, Laurie Halse. Wintergirls. Penguin/Viking Books. 2009.
9780670011100. $17.99.
2. Barnes, John. Tales of the Madman Underground. Penguin/Viking Books. 2009.
9780670060818. $18.99.
3. Booraem , Ellen. The Unnameables. Houghton Mifflin. 2008. 978 0152063689.
$16.00.
4. Burg, Anne E. All the Broken Pieces. Scholastic. 2009. 978 0 545 08092 7.
$16.99.
5. Collins, Suzanne. Catching Fire. Scholastic/ Scholastic Press. 2009. 978-0-439-
02349-8. $17.99.
6. Davies, Jacqueline. Lost. Marshall Cavendish. 978 0 7614 5535 6. $16.99.
7. Garsee , Jeannine. Say the Word. Bloomsbury. 2009. 978 1 59990 333 0.
$16.99.
8. George, Jessica Day. Princess of the Midnight Ball. Bloomsbury. 2009. 978 1
59990 322 4. $16.99.
9. Gill, David Macinnis. Soul Enchilada. Harper Collins/Harper Teen. 2009. 978
0 06 167301 6. $16.99.
10. Han, Jenny. The Summer I Turned Pretty. Simon & Schuster. 2009. $16.99.
FIGURE 1.2: An example of entity extraction from lists on advertisings
[94], [30], [32]).
In the literature, the problem of entity extraction from lists of field values is referred
as the problem of information extraction by text segmentation (IETS) in which information
of entities is organised in implicit semi-structured records on web pages ([94]). Solving
the problem of IETS requires the tackling of several challenges, including data-entry errors,
different formats, lack of standards, abbreviations, and large-scale data. There are several
possible text segmentation schemes in information extraction to choose from list-specific
wrappers or statistical segmentation models. However, since the field values in those implicit
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semi-structured records are not machine-generated and they are represented in a textual rep-
resentation in the implicit semi-structured forms, traditional wrapper-based methods ([35],
[7]) which depend on HTML tags cannot be applied. A dominant approach in the literature
to segment texts in input lists to extract field values is the deployment of statistical meth-
ods with two different techniques for generating training data. The first technique, which is
called supervised approach, builds a training dataset manually ([95], [43], [16], [68], [85],
[75]). Meanwhile, the second technique is called unsupervised approach, which exploits ex-
isting data in a knowledge base or reference tables to build extraction models automatically
([4], [75], [119], [30]).
The studies of Seymore et al ([95]) and Freitag et al ([43]) can be considered as the first
research studies addressing this problem in the literature. In their work, a Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) for recognising the field values in an input text was constructed from a pro-
vided training dataset. Later, this approach was extended in the system DATAMOLD ([16]).
In the system, each state of an external HMM, which models the sequence of field values in
an input text, contains an internal HMM. Each internal HMM is built as a model for recog-
nising the value of each attribute. In their work, both internal and external HMM are trained
from hand-labelled datasets.
After that, Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) ([68]) was proposed as an alternative
model to HMM for information extraction. CRFs-based methods have been proven to out-
perform all previous learning-based methods in both theory and experimental evaluations for
the problem of sequence labelling ([85], [75], [94]). They became popular in the field of in-
formation extraction because of their high flexibility and good extraction results. Currently,
CRFs-based methods are statistical learning methods which are widely used in several in-
formation extraction systems ([94], [119]). They are more accurate and robust for extracting
information about entities from such records because they can exploit an arbitrary number
of rich and correlated properties of words in sentences.
In those statistical methods, an extraction model is trained using on a manually con-
structed training dataset which consists of a set of text segments and their labels. However,
obtaining a large amount of training data, which includes the association between string
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segments with their corresponding attributes, to build an extraction model requires a lot of
laborious work and may be very expensive or even unfeasible in some situations. Although
the quality of extraction results of HMM and CRFs are good, those supervised methods
require the usage of a large amount of user-provided training data for the construction of
extraction models.
Meanwhile, the general idea of the unsupervised approach is to exploit a pre-existing data
source to alleviate the need for manually labelled training data when constructing a statistical
extraction model ([4], [119], [30]). Agichtein et al ([4]) followed this idea and proposed an
unsupervised method with HMM in their study. Later, Zhao and colleagues ([119]) proposed
a similar technique but adapted the idea to CRFs. In those methods, a training dataset was
built automatically by directly concatenating field values in a reference table or knowledge
base. Since the training dataset was directly built from a knowledge base, those methods
made a strong assumption about the overlap of format-related features between field values
in the knowledge base and input lists. Due to this assumption, the statistical extraction
models built from training datasets are able to capture features of field values in input texts
and extract information. According to the experiments of Cortez et al ([30]), performance of
the method in the study of Zhao et al ([119]) is quite low when testing data and referent table
come from different sources. In addition, in term of time taken for execution, these methods
have low performance because they execute an inference step to determine the order of field
values and a training step to build training data and construct a new extraction model each
time they perform an extraction ([119], [30]).
Cortez et al ([30]) have recently proposed ONDUX, an on-demand unsupervised ap-
proach for the problem of IETS. In their method, a knowledge base is employed to label text
segments via some attribute matching functions of common terms between text segments in
an input text and field values in the knowledge base. The labels are then used by a reinforce-
ment phase to build a statistical extraction model to verify and potentially correct the labels
which were generated by the matching phase. Therefore, a high overlap between a knowl-
edge base and the source lists must be maintained in their work so that graphical extraction
model can be generated correctly.
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In general, existing statistical learning methods are flexible and robust but they require a
large amount of manually labelled training data and have some limitations when applying the
methods on web data in different domains. Obtaining such a labelling training dataset to be
able to extract several types of entities which contain noisy tokens and style variations on the
web may cost a lot of time and labor work. Meanwhile, although unsupervised methods can
be utilised to build automatic extraction models to extract information of entities from lists,
the methods mainly use the overlapping terms between field values in a knowledge base and
input lists to build a statistical model for extracting the information of entities. They have not
exploited the similarity of format-related features as well as approximately positional infor-
mation of field values in different sequences inside a list to improve the quality of extraction
process.
In order to extract information about entities from lists, our methodology is to exploit the
overlap between a knowledge base and web data to annotate entities on documents on the
web and build an extraction model automatically from rich labelling data. In our methodol-
ogy, we exploit format similarity between a knowledge base and input lists and the structural
similarity of sequences within a list when we build the extraction model. From the method-
ology, we firstly propose a self-supervised learning approach and define a general framework
in which a knowledge base of a particular domain is exploited to build automatically a sta-
tistical extraction model to extract information about entities from lists on the web. The
overlaps on format and structure between the knowledge base and an input list are exploited
to build a training dataset for the extraction model. Examples of such a knowledge base can
be reference tables or relations, ontologies, etc.
Building training data from a knowledge base requires some critical challenges to be
addressed. Firstly, the field values or attribute values of entities in the knowledge base is
typically “clean”, or stored in structured form, whereas input strings observed on the web
lists may be “dirty”, contain a variety of noises, such as different formats, input errors,
spelling errors, or using inconsistent abbreviations, etc. Therefore, the first challenge is how
to annotate or label information of entities on web lists to build an extraction model from
a knowledge base. In our approach, we identify and propose a dyadic representation of
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semantic relations between a field value and an attribute of a concept by using its extensional
and intensional representations. Specifically, an extensional relation between a field value
and a concept or a label is defined by the similarity between the content of the field value
and all members of the concept or the label within a knowledge base. Alternatively, the
similarity between a field value and a concept can be expressed in an intensional definition
by specifying a set of lexical-syntactic patterns to identify the field value. We design those
patterns in a set of rules for some primitive datatypes to check the membership relation. Due
to this labelling technique, we can obtain high performance on segmentation and matching
process which helps to improve the overall performance of extraction phase in our proposed
framework.
Moreover, whilst a sequential model is used to capture the transitions between labels in
sequences of an input list, positional information of text segments in sequences also play
important role when assigning labels to the text segments. Intuitively, the labels of the same
concepts in different sequences of an input list are often located in similar positions. How-
ever, the labels of text segments, which are assigned in a matching step, may not always
be in fixed positions in the sequences of an input list. The sequences of an input list may
contain different numbers of text segments. Moreover, the number of field values and their
lengths may also be different in different sequences. In other words, positional information
of labels is approximate in different sequences of a list. To capture positional information of
labels in a list, we propose a novel proximity-based positional model for labels to combine
with a sequential model, which captures the transitions of labels in different sequences of a
list, to build an information extraction model for entities from the list. Our proximity-based
positional model can capture the distribution of labels in different positions in an input list
when we revise labels of text segments. Due to this model, we can improve the quality of
information extraction in our framework.
Eventually, the process of building a statistical extraction model from a knowledge base
mainly exploit the overlap between the knowledge base and web lists to assign labels for
text segments. In order to reduce the dependence on the overlap between a knowledge base
and an input list, we exploit the internal structural similarity between text segments in the
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sequences of the list to align text segments into groups before we assign labels for them.
We firstly propose a novel structural similarity between text segments, and then devise a
data shifting-alignment technique to align and cluster text segments into groups before their
labels are revised by a graphical model.
1.2 Summary of major contributions
Following are the major contributions of this thesis to information extraction area.
1. We define a general self-supervised learning framework for building a statistical ex-
traction model to extract information about entities from textual lists. In our proposed frame-
work, a knowledge base is exploited to assign labels for text segments and build automati-
cally a statistical model for extracting information about entities from lists.
2. We identify and propose a dyadic representation of semantic relations between a field
value and an attribute or a label by using its extensional and intensional representations. Then
we exploit the representations to conduct a format-enhanced labelling technique to improve
the quality of labelling step in our framework and overall extraction process.
3. A proximity-based positional model for labels is proposed in our study to capture
approximately positional information of labels annotated in different sequences of an input
list. According to our experiments, our proposed model can help to improve the effect of
extraction model on entity extraction from lists.
4. To reduce the dependency on shared terms between a knowledge base and an input list
when building an extraction model, we propose a novel structural similarity measure between
text segments and devise a data shifting-alignment technique to cluster similar segments into
groups before their labels are revised by a graphical model. According to our experiments,
our proposed method requires less overlapping terms than the current state-of-the-art method
whilst it still keeps high performance on the quality of information extraction from textual
lists.
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1.3 Structure overview
After chapter 1, the remaining chapters of this thesis are to present in detail our ideas and
technical solutions to attain the above objectives. The chapters are organised as follows.
Chapter 2 provides the background of this thesis on entity extraction from web data.
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 correspondingly introduce the problem of entity extraction and entity
extraction by text segmentation on web documents as well as their related studies in the
literature. Section 2.3 surveys related work on approximate matching techniques for entity
names on web documents. The majority of the content of this chapter is partially reported in
our article in [58].
Chapter 3 presents our self-supervised learning framework for entity extraction from
textual lists as well as our proposed format-enhanced labelling technique. In section 3.2,
we formally defines the problem entity extraction by text segmentation and describes the
self-supervised learning framework. After that, section 3.3 presents our proposed format-
enhanced labelling technique. The experiments and comparisons are illustrated in section
3.4. The ideas and results of this chapter are partially published in [59] and [61].
Chapter 4 presents a proximity-based positional model for labels to capture approxi-
mately positional information of labels in an input list to improve the quality of the extrac-
tion model in our proposed self-supervised learning framework. Firstly, the proximity-based
positional model for labels is developed in section 4.2. Afterward, section 4.3 illustrates our
experimental results to prove the efficiency of the model in entity extraction from textual
lists. This chapter is a refinement of our publication in [61].
Chapter 5 presents a novel structural similarity measure and a data shifting-alignment
technique to cluster similar text segments into groups or columns before the labels of text seg-
ments are revised by a refinement phase in the self-supervised learning framework. Firstly,
a structural similarity model for text segments is defined in section 5.2. Then we explain
our proposed data-alignment technique and algorithms in section 5.3. Section 5.4 illustrates
experimental results and provides a discussion on the results. The ideas and results of this
chapter are partially published in our papers in [60] and [62].
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Chapter 6 summarises the content of the thesis and proposes some suggestions for future




Information extraction (IE) is an automatic extraction process to generate structured data
from a collection of unstructured or semi-structured documents. Unlike information retrieval
(IR), which is concerned with how to return relevant documents in a corpus for a given query,
information extraction systems generate structured information for post-processing, which
is crucial to many applications of data integration and search engines. The input of the IE
process can be unstructured documents like free text written in natural language or a semi-
structured documents, which are pervasive on the internet. The result of the IE process is
data in a structured form, which can be processed automatically by machines.
The extraction of structured data from noise and unstructured sources is a challenging
task that devoted several efforts of scientists in the area of information extraction. One of
typical tasks in information extraction is entity extraction, which has become an active and
hot research topic over the past decade. According to the study and analysis of Guo et
al ([51]) on search engine usage, named entities occurs in about 71% of search queries of
users. Nevertheless, current search engines such as Google or Bing, which support users
to search information on the web according to their queries, are mainly based on keyword
or text matching techniques and have not captured semantic relations between objects or
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FIGURE 2.1: A query about entity on Google search engine
entities on web documents. Figure 2.1 illustrates an example in which users want to find the
location where SIGMOD conference organised in 2013. Google search engine returns web
documents containing the terms in the query, which may not be what users actually need.
Therefore, the problem of identifying named entities, their attributes as well as the relations
between entities is an indispensable task not only in query answering but also in knowledge
discovery from the web environment.
In this chapter, we provide a background on entity extraction, which is an important
task in information extraction, and introduce some methods for string matching on names of
entities in the literature. In the scope of this literature review on entity extraction, we focus on
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the methods of entity extraction and provides an insight into the challenges in this problem.
Firstly, we introduce the approaches in the history and current research which were used
to tackle two typical sub-tasks in entity extraction, including entity recognition and relation
extraction of entities on documents or web pages. The first sub-task mainly regards how to
detect interested named entities on documents whilst the second one is to extract information
of some specific entities, such as their attribute values as well as relations between entities.
In the remaining sections of this chapter, we present the background on entity extraction
and entity extraction of text segmentation as well as related studies for remaining chapters
of this thesis. Moreover, related studies on name matching will be also represented in this
chapter. Section 2.2 and 2.3 respectively present an overview on entity recognition and
relation extraction between entities on documents or web pages. After that, section 2.4
focuses on the problem of entity extraction by text segmentation and their shortcomings.
Next, section 2.5 surveys previous studies on string matching techniques between entity
names. Finally, section 2.6 presents concluding remarks of this chapter.
2.2 Named Entity Recognition
The problem of named entity recognition (NER) was originally defined at the Message Un-
derstanding Conference 6 (MUC-6) ([49]) in 1996. The goal of the task is to identify names
and types of entities on text documents. They can be the names of people, organisations,
geographic locations, times, currencies, and percentage expressions. NER problem has been
extensively studied in the literature. In general, most previous approaches can be categorised
into two categories, including rule-based and statistical approaches.
2.2.1 Rule-based approach
In order to recognise types of entities on text documents, rule-based approaches define
heuristic rules to identify named entities within documents in a particular domain. These
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rules are manually built by experts in the domain to extract information of entities. In gen-
eral, each rule in a rule-based system has two components, comprising of context patterns of
the rule and action of the rule. The context patterns defined the pre-conditions of a rule so
that the rule can be applied to perform a corresponding action. These pre-conditions capture
various properties and the contexts that entities appear in a document. Most of rule-based
systems are mainly based on regular grammars, which can be parsed by a deterministic finite
state automata (DFA) ([57]), to define the patterns. The action of a rule is used to assign a
label or an entity type for one or a sequence of tokens in text.
In rule-based approaches for NER problem, most rule-based systems regard the represen-
tation of rules so that they obtain the efficiency in matching processes and application of rules
for extraction. Therefore, several rule representation formats have been defined and evolved
over the years, e.g. the common pattern specification language in FASTUS ([56]), regular
expression in WHISK ([99]), JAPE language in GATE ([37]), XLog or Datalog expressions
in DBLife ([96]), and algebraic language in Avatar ([89]).
In FASTUS system ([56]), a set of rules are manually encoded in patterns to extract
information from sentences in input texts. For example, the pattern “<City> is a capi-
tal city of <State>” can be used to match with sentence “Brisbane is the capital city of
Queensland” to extract information of the city “Brisbane” and the state “Queensland” in the
sentence. The patterns could be defined more complex to capture the content encoded in rel-
ative clauses. Similarly, WHISK exploits regular expression to encode rules. For example, a
rule of WHISK in Figure 2.2 says that if an advertising string starts with a digit followed by
the word “bedroom” and a then a number, then the digit will be returned as the number of
bedrooms and the number will be the prices of the rental.
Whilst Cunningham and colleagues ([37]) exploited some syntax of Java programming
language to define rules in JAPE language, Shen et al ([96]) defined extraction rules as
predicates in Prolog. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 illustrates the examples of a rule to recognise
person names in JAPE ([37]) and XLog ([96]), respectively. The rules in the examples says
that a string for a candidate person name is recognised if it can be matched in a dictionary of
first names and it contains an initial capital letter. Similarly, Reiss et al ([89]) proposed an
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ID:: 1
Pattern:: *(Digit) ’BR’ * ’$’(Number)
Output:: Rental | {Bedroom $1} {Price $2}




{ Lookup.kind == firstName }
{ Token.orthography == initialCaps }
):match
–> :match.kind = ”CandidateName”;
FIGURE 2.3: An example of a rule in Jape
algebra that includes text-specific operations and exploit properties of the new operators to
perform some optimisation techniques.
In general, in order to perform a rule matching process, tokens along with their features
in a document are firstly extracted. The features of a token can be the representation string of
that token, its part-of-speech, list of dictionaries in which the token appears, orthography type
of the token such as upper-case word, lower-case word, mixed case word, number, special
symbol, space, punctuation, and so on. These tokens and their features are then used to match






FIGURE 2.4: An example of a rule in XLog
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with the pre-conditions of rules to find applicable rules. Eventually, those matched rules are
applied to perform corresponding actions to determine the types of entities. According to the
report in [37], the default extraction module ANNIE built on GATE system produces about
85% precision and recall on news domain.
In most rule-based systems, dictionary matching techniques are crucial tasks in perform-
ing many basic extraction tasks such as identifying person salutations (e.g., “Mr”, “Ms”,
“Dr”) or identifying occurrences of known first names, nouns or phrases. Several studies in
database community have recently addressed the problem of approximate entity extraction
from a dictionary to improve the efficiency of information extraction tasks ([24], [25], [6],
[23], [26], [72], [111], [70]). The goal of the problem is to identify all substrings in a docu-
ment which match approximately with a set of predefined entity names in a dictionary. Most
methods focused on novel filtering techniques to eliminate as many candidate substrings as
possible to gain efficiency in matching process. In general, existing approaches for the prob-
lem of approximate entity extraction from a dictionary can be divided into three categories,
including inverted-index-based, signature-based, and hybrid-based approach.
Inverted-index based approach ([24]) tries to index all distinct tokens in the dictionary
and builds record ids for strings in the dictionary. Given a query substring, this approach
merges the record ids of tokens in the query and directly identifies the entity in the dictionary
which best matches with the query. Meanwhile, the signature based approach computes a set
of signatures of the query substring and dictionary strings before they are matched together.
The underlining idea of this approach is that a query substring is similar to a dictionary string
if their sets of signatures are overlapping. The signature of a string represents important
information of an entity name and it can be defined by low frequent tokens ([24], [25], [26])
or subsets of tokens ([6]) in the string.
Chakrabarti and colleagues ([23]) proposed a hybrid approach which combines the bene-
fit of inverted-index-based and signature-based approach. In their work, an inverted signature-
based hashtable (ISH) is employed to store a list of signatures per indexed token. As com-
pared to inverted-index based methods, their approach replaces each record identifier with
the set of signatures of the string corresponding to the record identifier. The experiments in
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their work showed that the method outperformed previous methods in term of running time.
A similar idea of employing the signature of a string for matching entities can be found in
the study of Chaudhuri et al ([26]). In the study, the authors proposed to expand a reference
dictionary of entities by mining large document collections. Then the input string can be
matched exactly against entities in the expanded reference table. Similarly, Lu at al ([72])
proposed signature-based inverted lists combined to improve the study of Chakrabarti et
al ([23]) by using a tighter threshold. However, a limitation of these studies is that they
only consider token-based similarity measures. Whilst entities in the dictionary are usually
cleaned and standardised, they are often represented in “dirty” form in documents, such as
typographical or orthographical errors. Therefore, it may miss some matches if only token-
based similarity for matching entities is employed.
Motivated by those drawbacks, Wang et al ([111]) proposed NGPP, a neighbourhood
generation-based method for matching entities with edit-distance thresholds. In their work,
two input strings are firstly split into multiple partitions. The two strings are similar only if
there exists two partitions of the two strings having edit distance less than or equal to one.
The neighbourhoods of partitions are generated by deleting one character from the partitions.
If two partitions share a common neighbour string, their edit distance will not be greater than
one. One of drawbacks of this method is the requirement of larger index sizes as compared
to q-gram-based method ([70]) because all variants of partitions need to be indexed.
Recently, Li and colleagues in [70] has devised Faerie, an efficient filtering method for
counting the common tokens between a candidate substring and an entity in dictionary-based
entity extraction. In their work, two entities are similar if the size of the set of common
tokens/q-grams is not smaller than a threshold. They exploited heap-based filtering algo-
rithms to utilise shared computation across the overlaps in the substrings of the document.
Due to avoiding unnecessary redundant computation, they can obtain effective performance
in running time when compared to the studies of Chakrabarti et al ([23]) and Wang et al
([111]).
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In general, one of the advantages of rule-based approach for the problem entity recog-
nition is that the execution time of rule-based systems is shorter than methods in other ap-
proaches ([96], [89]). In addition, rule developers can easily control rules to obtain certain
optimisation for some specific domains, such as the extraction of phone numbers, zip codes,
dates, and time. However, this approach requires domain experts to define manually rules
for information extraction, and those rules can be rigid and not general enough to cover all
cases of real data. This may directly affect the completeness of entity types in the results of
rule-based systems.
2.2.2 Statistical approach
The underlining idea of the statistical approach for NER is to convert the problem of entity
recognition into two other problems, including the problem of decomposition of unstructured
texts and the problem of labelling the parts of decomposition. The parts of decomposition
are commonly represented in one of two prevalent forms: tokens and word chunks.
In the representation of token form, an unstructured text is simply split into a sequence
of tokens according to a set of delimiters, e.g punctuation marks. The next step is to assign
an entity label to each token in that text. After that, entities in a document can be marked
as a consecutive tokens with the same entity label. In order to label tokens in a text, a
large number of extraction models have been proposed in the literature. The basic idea of
those models is to determine the label of a token by exploiting the features of that token
and its neighbour tokens in text. Those features can be defined in several ways according to
particular domains. They can be the representation string of a token, punctuation marks, or
the occurrence of words in a dictionary, etc.
In the case of the representation of work chunks, some techniques in natural language
processing (NLP) ([73]) may be applied to identify noun chunks in a sentence. The features
of each chunk can be defined by the combination of the features of tokens in that chunk.
This allows to define more robust features which may help to identify entities because the
properties of all tokens in each chunk can be captured. Afterward, the labelling process for
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the chunks in text is similar to the labelling process for tokens. However, instead of assigning
labels to tokens, ones assign labels to word chunks.
In the labelling phase, a model is firstly trained from a training dataset. Then it is used
to identify information of entities from unstructured texts. One of the ways to assign labels
for tokens is to view the problem of token labelling as the problem of classification in which
the model must determine whether a token is assigned a particular label or not. Therefore,
any existing classifiers can be used to classify tokens. The study in [53] is an example of
research work that used a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to extract meta-data of citations.
Nevertheless, the labels of adjacent tokens are seldom independent of each other and
they can be used to determine the label of a token. Consequently, different models were
proposed to capture the dependency between the labels of adjacent words, such as Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) ([13]), Maximum entropy Markov models (MEMM) ([76]), and
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) ([68]). Currently, CRFs based methods are the current
state-of-the-art machine learning technique and outperform all previous machine learning
based methods in both theory and experimental evaluations for the problem of sequence
labelling in machine learning based approach ([85], [94]). Moreover, the implementations
of CRFs such as CRF++ ([104]), Mallet ([77])), CRF Project ([93]) are already available
on the internet. Users can re-use these tools to define sets of necessary features to extract
information in their particular domains.
Figure 2.5 demonstrates an example of a training dataset for a sequence on bibliographic
domain for Mallet library ([77]. The dataset contains a set of rows and each row includes a
token or a chunk, its features and assigned labels. As can be seen in the figure, the token “Ki-
mon” has three features: BIBTEX AUTHOR, INICAP, KIMON. These features are string
constants predefined by developers when they build the system. By that way, the number
of features to build the CRFs models can be justified and controlled easily in the system.
Moreover, the prefix “B” in the labels are used to distinguish the staring position of a new
label in a sequence.
Like other machine learning methods, the training dataset plays an important role in
training an extraction model. The performance of training models are directly affected by
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FIGURE 2.5: An example of training data for CRFs methods
the chosen features as well as quantity and quality of training data. Therefore, the learning
methods in this approach requires a lot of time and laborious work to manually build such a
training dataset. This limits the usage of those methods in web-scale applications.
2.3 Relation Extraction
Relation extraction is one of important sub-tasks of entity extraction. Different from the
problem of entity recognition, which focus on how to identify entity and label the types
of entities in textual documents, the goal of relation extraction task is to identify and extract
semantic relations between entities within text. It is motivated by the requirements of extract-
ing and structuring the attributes of entities from documents so that machines can process
automatically. For example, the sentence ”Microsoft bought Skype for $8.5 billion” can be
approximately represented by the relation “ACQUIRE(Microsoft, Skype)” which described
the acquisition relationship between two entities “Microsoft” and “Skype”. Most previous
studies assume that the entities in document have been identified by some simple matching
techniques before they perform relation extraction between them.
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The problem of relation extraction has been a hot and active research topic for recent
years and several research studies have been proposed to extract relationships between en-
tities on document or web pages. In those studies, each relation has a type signature that
decides the entity types in the arguments of that relation. For example, the relation birth-
Place ⊆ Person × Location, graduatedAt ⊆ Person × Univerisity are binary relations. Most
previous studies concentrated on the extracton of binary relations from documents ([5], [41],
[65], [9], [22]). Recently, some others look to the extraction of higher-arity relations or
records from web ([20], [19], [52], [50], [71], [108]).
In general, previous research models relation extraction problems in one of the two fol-
lowing scenarios. The first one is to design algorithms that identify the type of relationship
between given entity pairs in a document. The second scenario in relation extraction is to
retrieve all entities that satisfy a given relationship type. Based on the scenario, the relation
extraction problem in their studies is modelled on one of the following approaches: a su-
pervised approach, semi-supervised approach, or an unsupervised approach is employed to
extract relations between entities on documents.
2.3.1 Supervised approach
Supervised learning approach is a popular technique for identifying a relation type between
any given entity pairs in sentences or textual documents. This approach assumes that two
entities in a relation in a document are in close proximity to each other and occur in the
same sentence. Therefore, relation extraction problems from natural language text can be
formulated as the problem of identifying whether there are any relationships between two
particular entities in a sentence or not.
Given a pair of entities in a sentence, in order to determine which relation is mentioned
in the sentence, the supervised learning approach exploits techniques in natural language
processing (NLP) to parse the sentence into well-defined structures. Due to the parsing
process, various syntactic and semantic properties in the well-defined structures of a sentence
are employed as a set of features for the detection of relations between the entities.
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Formally, let’s consider a sentence S = w1w2...e1...wi...e2...wn−1wn, where e1 and e2
are entities and wi’s are words in the sentence S. The goal is to determine which relation
is be represented by words wi’s in S. To solve this problem, supervised learning approach
employs machine learning techniques to study a binary classification function f to check
whether the two entities e1 and e2 are related by a relation r or not. The classification
function f is frequently performed by using a real-valued function f : O → R where each
o ∈ O represents a set of features extracted from entities e1 and e2 in the sentence S and o is
assigned to positive class if f(o) ≥ 0, and to negative class otherwise.
In order to extract the features of a relation, supervised learning approach exploit NLP
techniques to parse a sentence S and obtain a structured representation to define o and the
binary classification function. In other words, the problem of relation extraction is formu-
lated as a classification problem and relations of unseen entity pairs are classified by a target
function which is learnt from a manually labeled training dataset. Previous study applied
Support Vector Machine (SVM) ([18], [79], [83], [87], [88]) to learn the target function from
training data and used it to determine the label of the relation between novel entity pairs in
the sentence.
Given a vector space and a set of training points, i.e. positive and negative examples, the
goal of SVM is to find a separating plan f(−→x ) = −→w × −→x + b where w ∈ Rn and b ∈ R
to separate examples in training data. Both parameters w and b are learned from labeled
training data by Structural Risk Minimization principle ([107]) in statistical learning theory.
One of strong point of SVM is the possibility of applying a kernel method ([80]) to
implicitly map data into a new space where examples in training data are easy to separate
by a plan. In that way, each object o to be classified is mapped into a feature space −→x via
a feature function φ : O → Rn, where O is a set of objects for classification. From that
definition, the decision hyperplan f(−→x ) in SVM is accordingly rewritten as in equation 2.1,
2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. We note that the weight vector −→w in equation 2.1 has been replaced by a
function of −→xi with the new parameters αi.
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yiαiK(oi, o) + b (2.4)
where yi is equal to 1 for positive and -1 for negative examples, αi ∈ R with αi > 0, oi is an
instance in training data , l is the size of training data, K(oi, o) = φ(oi)× φ(o) is the kernel
function associated with the mapping φ.
A kernel function K(oi, o) is a scalar product on a possibly unknown feature space.
Therefore, it is not necessary to apply the mapping function φ for each object. Instead, the
kernel function K(oi, o) can be used directly and it can be defined based on the structured
presentation T (S) of a sentence. The kernel function can be considered as a similarity mea-
sure between the structures that describe entity pairs in a particular relationship.
A kernel function can be defined by combining basic kernel functions with additive or
multiplicative operators. Each basic kernel measures the similarity between pairs of parsed
trees by counting the number of overlapping fragments between them. According to the
study of Moschitti et al ([79]), three important characterisations of a fragment type are sub-
trees, sub-set trees, and partial trees. Formally, a kernel function between two trees T1 and







where NT1 and NT2 are the sets of nodes in T1 and T2, ∆ is a function returning the number
of common fragments rooted in nodes n1 and n2.
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FIGURE 2.6: An example of dependency tree based on words.
Different parsed trees of a sentence can be exploited to define a kernel function. In
general, two common structured representations, which are often used in the literature, are
dependency tree and constituent tree. A dependency tree of a sentence encodes grammatical
relations between words in a sentence. In a dependency tree, words are placed in the nodes
whilst dependency types of those words are represented by edges in the tree. Except the root
node, every node in a dependency tree has exactly one parent. An example of dependency
tree based on words to represent the sentence “Brisbane is the capital city of Queensland”
can be seen in Figure 2.6.
Culotta and colleagues ([36]) proposed the usages of dependence tree to represent the
grammatical dependencies in a sentence. This work was based on the hypothesis that in-
stances containing similar relations will share similar sub-structures in their dependency
trees. In this work, a tree kernel function over dependency trees was defined and incorpo-
rated this kernel within an SVM to extract relations from documents. Bunescu et al in [18]
proposed a similar method as in the study of Culotta et al ([36]) but they specified that the
shortest path between the two entities in dependency tree, which is a smaller representation
as compared to previous work, can improve the performance of relation extraction system.
Meanwhile, a constituent syntactic parse tree was proposed by Zhang et al ([118]) to
represent the syntax of a sentence for relation extraction. Constituent tree is another way
to represent and encode structural properties of a sentence. This kind of tree contains the
constituents of a sentence such as noun phrases (NP), verb phrases (VP), and part of speech
(POS) tags. Figure 2.7 is an example of the constituent parse tree for the sentence “Brisbane
is the capital city of Queensland”.
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FIGURE 2.7: An example of constituent tree.
Moreover, Moschitti et al in [79] suggested the combination of constituent and depen-
dency parse trees to represent the syntax of a sentence for relation extraction. This idea was
continued to improve by augmenting the semantics concerning to entity types and lexical se-
quences ([83]). Recently, Reichartz et al in [88] have proposed a novel method of using typed
dependency parse trees which include labeled edges and nodes. The labels and topology of
a typed dependency parse tree contains semantic clues which were exploited in this work for
relation extraction. The empirical evaluations showed that it is the current state-of-the-art
method as compared to previous kernel-based methods.
In general, this learning approach for relation extraction requires expensive deep linguis-
tic parsing techniques in NLP. Moreover, a training dataset of sentences with correct labels
must be manually built to train a model which is then used to predict new semantic relations.
This makes supervised methods difficult to extend to several types of relations and apply to
large-scale applications for extracting information from the web. In addition, this approach
requires POS tagging and sentence parsing which may consume resources and be prone to
errors. Syntactical parsing may deal with the problem of syntactic ambiguity when there are
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more than one syntax tree representing for a sentence. Therefore, in spite of several extensive
researches in NLP community, the current accuracy values of this approach for relation ex-
traction still range in the neighbourhood of 50%–75%, even in the ACE standard benchmark
dataset ([88]).
2.3.2 Semi-supervised approach
An alternative scenario of extracting relationships between entities is to extract all entity
pairs of one or more given relationships occurring in a document or a corpus. An obvious
idea to solve this problem is to exploit the representation of those relations on documents and
define patterns encoded into rules to extract information of entities. Therefore, this approach
is also called as pattern-based approach.
The usage of patterns for information extraction from natural language documents has a
long history. In 1992, Hearst et.al ([54]) proposed the usage of syntactic patterns to identify
instances of predefined relationship types from free text. These patterns are defined by using
regular expressions on Part of Speech (POS) of words in sentences. For example, the patterns
of the form “<Noun> such as <List of Noun Phrases>” or “<Noun> including <List
of Noun Phrases>” was used in [54] to extract instanceOf relations, which is also called
hypernym relations. The patterns in the example indicate that the noun phrases in the lists
are the instances of the entity type specified in the noun of the patterns. When the patterns are
applied on a document which contains the text “companies such as Sony, Amazon, Apple,
Microsoft”, the relations between the entities “Sony”, “Amazon”, “Apple”, “Microsoft” and
the entity type “companies” can be extracted. By this way, NER problem can be considered
as a special problem of relation extraction in which only instanceOf relation between entities
and their types is extracted. Similarly, Berland et al ([11]) also employed similar Hearst
patterns for extracting partOf relation in a very large corpora.
Although Hearst’s patterns can yield relatively high precision, the patterns which are
manually defined become difficult to adapt so as to deal with arbitrary target relations. There-
fore, Brin ([17]) suggested a new method, called DIPRE, which exploited the duality of facts
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and patterns in documents and applied to method to extract relation instances between au-
thors and books.
In Brin’s idea, each relation R is described by specifying the types of the entity pairs
which form the arguments of the relation R. An initial set of seed facts for one or more
relations is firstly utilised to find automatically the markup, textual, or linguistic patterns of
relations from a corpus. Due to the process, general patterns are generated and then applied to
identify new fact candidates from the corpus. [90] is a similar study which also employs this
method to extract information in the terrorism domain. The way of studying such patterns
from a set of seed entities is also called bootstrapped method or semi-supervised learning
method in the literature.
Several large-scale projects have improved, enriched and deployed those patterns in their
systems. Snowball ([5]) is one of such projects which employed the pattern-entity duality
of Brin ([17]) to generate extraction patterns in the system. These patterns are used to ex-
tract new tuples and augment into Snowball as new knowledge. The evaluation measure for
patterns and tuples was defined in the study to rank and choose the generated patterns and
new seed tuples. However, the extraction patterns in Snowball are mainly based on strict
keyword-matching. Therefore, although it can identify highly accurate results, the recall
of this method will be limited. In addition, Snowball only focuses on extracting a specific
type relation, e.g relation between companies and headquarters. The measures to evaluate
generated patterns and tuples cannot be adapted to any types of relation. Those limitations
motivated a novel system, called StatSnowball ([120]) which applied a statistical model to
select good patterns and relation tuples. StatSnowball can perform both traditional relation
extraction like Snowball to extract pre-specified relations and open information extraction
(Open IE) ([9]) to identify any general types of relations.
KnowITAll ([41], [42]) is another project that exploits web search engines to build pat-
terns for information extraction. It used patterns to extract from large-scale web pages with
54,753 facts regarding cities, states, countries, actors, and films. The patterns in KnowITAll
was manually built and partially adapted from Hearst’s patterns ([54]). The main difference
between KnowITAll and other bootstrapped methods is that KnowITAll does not require
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any manually tagged training sentences or initially entity seed set to build patterns. In-
stead, KnowITAll employed a set of initially generic extraction templates, which is domain-
independent, to induce a set of seed instances.
Following is an example of the generic template in KnowITAll: “NP1 such as NPList2”.
The template in the example indicates that each simple noun phrase (NP) in NPList2 is an
instance of the class named in NP1. This template can be used to extract the company names
from such sentences as “Companies such as Sony, Amazon, Apple Inc., Microsoft used the
power of digital rights management”.
The patterns in KnowITAll are used to formulate the queries to retrieve web pages from
search engines and extract appropriate sentences in downloaded web pages. Those queries
are generated by the target classes combined with a query expansion technique to improve
the quality of searching results. Finally, a measure based on web-scale statistics which is
computed by the number of hits returned in response to a query was defined to assess the
probability of an extraction generated by the system.
The approach of KnowItAll requires predefined domain-independent rules for relations
and a large numbers of search engine queries as well as webpage downloads. Therefore,
Banko and colleagues proposed TextRunner ([9], [117]) which is an improvement of Know-
ITAll in term of precision. Instead of taking relation names as input, TextRunner auto-
matically discovers possible relations of interest from a small corpus during processing. It
deploys a deep linguistic parser to analyse several sentences from a corpus sample to obtain
their dependency graph representations. Then the syntactic structures which are shared by
any two base noun phrases in the parsed sentences are used to train a Naive Bayes classi-
fier. This classifier will be utilised to label candidate tuples as “trustworthy” or not. The
strings between entity pairs are normalised and used as the relations between entity pairs.
The learner of TextRunner supervises their learning process automatically by labelling its
own training data.
Although TextRunner project pursues an ambitious goal of extracting all instances of all
meaningful relations from Web pages, it has two shortcomings in its approach. Firstly, the
relation extracted by the system are not well-defined relations because they are word phrases
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between entities. Secondly, the entities in the knowledge base may be ambiguous because
different entities may have the same name or an entity may have different aliases. A similar
work described in LEILA project ([100]) also exploited linguistic structures of sentences and
machine learning techniques to generalize robust patterns for relation extraction.
Recently, a number of projects have applied rule-based approach with specific focus on
information extraction on Wikipedia. They exploited the semi-structured parts such as in-
foboxes and category system of Wikipedia to design patterns and rules to extract facts and
construct ontologies of entities ([8], [65], [102], [114], [112], [115], [116]). DBPedia ([8])
pioneered the massive extraction of infobox facts from Wikipedia. It used recall-oriented
techniques to extract all attribute-value pairs in infoboxes into its knowledge base. Neverthe-
less, the extracted values of attributes do not necessarily correspond to known entity types.
As a result, the values and attribute names can have mixed quality because of non-unique
format and naming.
YAGO-NAGA ([65]), on the other hand, is another project that also proposed a rule-
based IE system to build a huge knowledge base from Wikipedia. As compared to DBPedia,
YAGO-NAGA did not attempt to harvest all attributes and values to avoid the diversity of
their aliases and noise. Instead, the frequent attributes in infoboxes in Wikipedia are ex-
tracted by using a suit of rules and their corresponding values are normalised before they
are stored in YAGO ontology. In YAGO-NAGA, the structured template of infoboxes and
category system of Wikipedia was exploited to extract facts, which were then combined with
the taxonomic class system of WordNet thesaurus, to build the ontology of entities. SOFIE
([102], [81]) is an extension of YAGO in which it incorporates a reasoning process to check
the valid of extracted facts.
Kylin project ([114], [112], [115], [116]) is a recent study to extract information of in-
foboxes by combining with machine learning techniques for extraction. Its system goes
beyond DBpedia and YAGO by extracting information not only from the infoboxes and cat-
egories, but also from the content of articles on Wikipedia. In order to extract information
from articles, Kylin considered information in existing infoboxes as a source of training data
to build a learning model for extraction.
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In general, an assumption in the bootstrapped method is that any given entity pairs in an
initial seed set cannot participate in more than one relationship with each other. This may not
be difficult to obtain in practice because not all sentences containing an entity pair support
the relationship type. For example, in the two following sentences: “Tom is a friend of Jack”
and “Tom is a colleague of Jack”, The Tom and Jack entities participate in two different
relationship types. In addition, this approach requires that all entities have been marked in
a document. This may lead to some difficulties when entities in the initial seed set occur in
different aliases in text. Moreover, bootstrapped based methods demand a good evaluation
measure and strategy to assess and control the quality of generated patterns.
The relation extraction methods mentioned above studied the lexical-syntactic patterns
from natural-language inputs. Several studies also exploited the structure of web sources to
define wrappers or rules to extract information of entities. They constructed the wrappers
for fact extraction from HTML headings, tables, lists, form fields, and other semi-structured
elements within a web site. Some tools were implemented to simplify the process of defining
wrappers. For example, W4F toolkit ([91]) defined a language that allows users to describe
a wrapper and map extracted data into XML, Lixto ([10], [45]) provided a fully visual and
interactive user interface for wrapper specification process. Meanwhile, some other works
tried to develop methods for learning structures from examples by comparing HTML pages
and automatically generating a wrapper based on the similarities and differences of those
web pages ([67], [7], [35], and [34]). Although wrappers provide an effective mechanism to
extract information and can be learned by using a small number of examples, they only work
well on particular sites for which they define. Therefore, this limits their usage for web-scale
extraction.
SEAL (Set Expander for Any Language) ([109] and [110]) is a system that exploited
both structured elements in web pages and lexical-syntactic patterns for entity extraction.
In the project, the authors addressed the problem of named entity set expansion which is
similar to Google Sets. In [109], authors exploited the semi-structured characteristics of web
documents to define wrappers which are domain and language independent. The idea of
this approach is based on the observation that entities belonging to the same class usually
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appear in similar formatting structures on the same web page. For example, if a name of film
appears between the HTML tags “<tr><td>” and “</td></tr>”, the names of other films
will also appear in those similar tags in a web page. These HTML tag patterns were studied
from initial entity seed set to extract other entities. To eliminate noise entities, a ranking
measure based on graph walk was used to find the similarity between the seeds and extracted
entities. This system continued to be improved in [110] in which character-based method
similar to Brin ([17]) was combined to improve performance of SEAL system.
Recently, Carlson and colleagues at Carnegie Mellon University have developed a sys-
tem called NELL ([22]), a never-ending language learner that has ability to extract or read
semantic information on the web. This system in the ReadTheWeb project applied a diverse
set of extraction methods. Firstly, it deployed a semi-supervised learning method combined
with constraints for extracting entities and facts from the Word Wide Web. NELL system
also learned contextual patterns from seed examples for extracting instances and relations
from sentences on the web. Besides, it implemented a module similar to SEAL ([109] and
[110]) to mine semi-structured web data, such as tables and lists on web pages, to extract
novel instances of the corresponding relations. The generated instances and relations are
then served as the input of a first-order relational learning algorithm to learns probabilistic
Horn clauses which are used to infer new relation instances from other relation instances
in the knowledge base. According to the report of Carlson et al ([22]), NELL populated a
knowledge base with over 242,000 facts in 67 days with an estimated precision of 74%.
2.3.3 Unsupervised approach
In general, unsupervised approach are domain-independent and target different kinds of re-
sources on the Web, including texts, HTML tables, and lists. One method for unsupervised
approach to extract relations of entities on web without using human knowledge is to employ
the web environment as a corpus to cluster the pairs of co-occurring named entities according
to the similarity of the context words between them. This idea was mentioned in the study
of Hindle et al in 1990 ([55]). The authors proposed unsupervised clustering techniques to
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cluster the noun phrases occurring as subject or object of a given verbal phrase. For exam-
ple, the word wine may occur with drunk or produced, but not with eaten or driven. Study
of Shinyama et al ([97]) was another work which clustered all possible relations from text
and represented them in tables. In these clustering based approaches, relation labels will be
manually assigned for each cluster of pairs of named entities. Therefore, it is difficult to
apply these techniques to large-scale extraction systems. In order to overcome this limita-
tion, Bollegala et al ([15]) have recently proposed a clustering algorithm to extract relations
between entities from unlabelled data. This work clusters simultaneously the entity pairs and
vocabularies in different sentences. Due to this process, it can identify representative lexical
patterns of semantic relations and use them to propose the relation names for entity pairs.
However, relations extracted by the system are not in well-defined representation because
they are generated from word phrases between entities in documents.
Beside the clustering based techniques mentioned above, some recent research studies
proposed novel methods to extract tables or records from the web environment. According
to the study of Cafarella et al in 2008 ([20]), there are over 100 million tables on the web.
The meaning of these tables, however, is rarely explicit from their data. Therefore, Cafarella
et al ([21], [20] and [19]) developed a WebTables system which exploited tables on the web
as a source of high quality relational data for search engines. The statistical information
about the co-occurrences of attributes in tables on the web could be used to implement a
column thesaurus and propose a column auto-completion in queries. Inspired by the benefits
of web tables and in order to furnish more semantics for tables on the web, some recent
study have extracted information from web tables. For example, Limaye et al. ([71]) pro-
posed a graphical model for annotating table columns on the web with the labels of types,
detecting binary relations, and assigning table cells with entity identifiers from an ontology,
such as YAGO ([101]). Meanwhile, Venetis et al ([108]) have recently developed a statistical
reasoning model to determine a label for each column and binary relationship in tables.
Moreover, Cortez and colleagues ([31], [30]) have recently proposed a matching strategy
to associate text segments in input strings with attributes of a given domain. Firstly, texts
are decomposed into segments by using punctuation marks and some heuristics. Next, the
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fitness functions are defined to compute the similarity measure between each segment with
values of various attributes in the knowledge base of the system. Then, the text segments
are assigned to the attributes with the highest score of similarity measures. According to
the experiments in the study, this method outperforms CRF-based methods in extraction of
attribute values. Furthermore, this method can deal with the cases in which the attributes
values in the input string are not in a any particular order. However, the performance of this
method significantly depends on the knowledge base of the domain that it currently works
on. The fitness functions between a text segment and an attribute in knowledge base are
computed by the probability of occurrences of the tokens of the segment in the values of that
attributes. As a result, if a token does not appear as a value in a field, the fitness function
of that token with that field will be zero. This obviously leads to an disadvantage of this
method. The values of a field in knowledge base must cover all tokens that may occur in
matching process so that the matching scores between a token with fields can be achieved.
This requirement is difficult to obtain in practice when we extract information of entities in
large scale application.
According to the study of Gibson et al ([44]), 40–50% of the content on the web is
template content. Therefore, the similar structures of web contents on HTML web pages
in a site can be exploited to extract information on those web pages. Similarly, this idea
can be found in the work of Gulhane and colleagues ([50]) in which the authors proposed a
similarity metric that leverages the templatized structure of attribute contents to measure the
similarity between two sets of attribute values on web pages. Although several efforts have
attempted in the literature to extract information of entities, existing information extraction
approaches are not sufficient to provide efficient solutions to the problem because of the
variety of noise in the content of web pages.
2.4 Entity Extraction by Text Segmentation
In section 2.2 and 2.3, we have presented the previous approaches for the problem of entity
recognition and relation extraction from generally textual documents. In this section, we
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focus on the problem of entity extraction on unstructured lists on web documents by text
segmentation. In this context, information of entities are organised on implicit records under
the form of lists on textual documents.
Information extraction by text segmentation (IETS) is the process of converting an un-
structured document which contains implicit records into structured form by splitting the
document or a list into substrings which contain data values ([94]). In other words, each
text input or document forms one or several implicit records and each implicit record is rep-
resented in a form of a list of field values of one or several entities. In general, existing
research works on the problem of IETS can be categorised into rule-based approach and
learning-based approach.
2.4.1 Rule-based approach
Rule-based approach mainly exploits knowledge of a particular domain to describe data of
interest. From a knowledge base in a particular domain, several templates, rules and extrac-
tors are generated to extract information of entities. This idea can be found in INFOMAP
system ([38]) which employed an ontology of citations, including hierarchical concepts and
relations between these concepts in bibliographic domain, to match predefined templates
with citations written in six fixed reference styles. Each reference style defines the order of
values of entities in the sequences of input texts. However, people may write their citation
strings in various styles on their documents and the styles are unknown in advance. There-
fore, the ability to adapt to the diversity of reference styles is still a big challenge for this
research work.
Flux-CiM system ([31]) is the result of another study that exploits a reference table in
citation domain to extract metadata of citations. This method firstly splits each citation string
into text segments based on some punctuation marks. Then fitness functions are defined to
estimate the probability of a block to be labeled as a field in the reference table. In other
words, text segments are mainly labelled by a matching technique. Although this method
is robust in extracting citations in different styles, it requires that the vocabulary set of a
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field in the reference table must be large enough to cover a representative portion of the
domain of interest. Therefore, any bias on the size of vocabularies in a reference table will
directly affect the probability of a candidate text segment to a field in the reference table. As
a consequence, it influences the quality of the extraction process.
In general, the role of existing knowledge base is essential for rule-based approach.
Therefore, building such a huge knowledge base as well as rules to extract information of
different types of entities in different domains is one of main drawbacks of this approach.
2.4.2 Statistical learning approach
Meanwhile, previous studies that follow statistical learning approach formulated entity ex-
traction by text segmentation as the problem of labelling a sequence of words. In other
words, each word in a sequence needs to be assigned a label to represent a field that the word
belongs to. One solution to assign labels for tokens is to view the problem of labelling to-
kens as the problem of classification in which an extraction model must determine whether a
token is assigned a particular label or not. The study of Han et al ([53]) is such research work
that used Support Vector Machine (SVM) as a classifier to extract the meta-data of entities
in bibliographic domain. In this work, each token is independently assigned a label based
on its set of features. Nevertheless, the labels of adjacent tokens are seldom independent of
each other. The labels and features of neighbour tokens could be used to determine the label
of a token. Therefore, other statistical extraction models were proposed to capture the de-
pendency between the labels and features of adjacent words, such as Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) ([95], [16], [4]) and Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) ([68]). As proven in the
study of Peng et al ([85]) and Zhao et al ([119]), CRFs-based methods outperform HMM-
based methods in their experimental evaluations for the problem of sequence labelling.
Peng et al ([85]) and Councill et al ([33]) successfully applied CRFs to extract infor-
mation from research papers and the results of their works were respectively incorporated




of training data, which includes the associations between string segments with their corre-
sponding attributes, to build an extraction model requires a lot of laborious work and may be
very expensive or even unfeasible in some situations. Therefore, one of the most challenging
tasks for these learning methods is to build such a manual training dataset which covers all
possible styles on the web.
Later, some studies proposed the usage of pre-existing datasets to alleviate the need
for manually labeled training data ([4], [75], [119]). In those methods, known values in
a database are used to train a statistical model for recognising the values of their attributes in
an input text. As proposed in the study of Mansuri et al in 2006 ([75]), the authors tried to
reduce the dependence on manually labeled training data by exploiting an existing structured
database to define some new features. Their method used only few labeled training instances
to train a CRFs-based extraction model. Although this method exploited additional features
from a structured database, it still needs some user-provided training data in their method.
Meanwhile, Agichtein et al in [4] exploited reference tables to generate training data au-
tomatically for training an HMM. This idea was then exploited and improved by Zhao and
colleagues ([119]) when they proposed an unsupervised method with CRFs. The order of
these field values is firstly inferred by CRFs-based models for attributes. Then, a training
dataset is directly generated from a reference table by concatenating attribute instances in
the table according to that total order. After that, that training dataset is used to train a global
CRFs-based extraction model for extracting information of citations in the input text. How-
ever, as the training dataset is directly built from a database, those methods made an assump-
tion about the overlapping of format-related features between field values in knowledge base
and input texts. Therefore, the CRFs-based model may not learn enough statistical informa-
tion of features to label field values in input lists and obtain high performance if the reference
tables and the input texts come from different sources ([30]). Moreover, those methods have
low performance in running time because they execute inference step and training step for
each time they perform a new extraction ([119], [30]).
Recently, Cortez et al ([30], [32]) have proposed ONDUX, an on-demand unsupervised
method, to overcome those drawbacks. The authors exploited the high overlapping between
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a knowledge base and an input list to segment texts and label them. Then the labels of text
segments are used to build an HMM-based graphical model to revise the results. In their
work, they implicitly assumed that the majority of labels which are correctly assigned in
matching step can help to build a graphical model to rectify incorrect and mismatched ones.
Therefore, the method requires high overlap between a knowledge base and input lists so
that the statistical model built from matching labels can be generated correctly.
This thesis can be considered as an improvement of ONDUX when we propose several
techniques to overcome the technical limitations of previous studies and improve the perfor-
mance of entity extraction from lists. Firstly, to improve the labelling process, we propose a
format-enhanced labelling technique to label data values of entities on input list. Secondly,
we exploit the approximately positional information of labels in different sequences in an
input lists in a proximity-base positional model to improve performance of graphical model
when revising labels. Eventually, the structural similarity between text segments in different
sequences in input list is exploited and combined with data-shifting alignment technique to
reduce the dependency of knowledge to extraction results. Technical details will be presented
in the next chapters of thesis.
2.5 Approximate String Matching
Information about entities is stored on different sources and their data values are often rep-
resented as character strings. To detect the duplicate entities on web pages or integrate
information of entities from the different sources, matching measures on strings can be nec-
essary for matching entities. However, their information could be written in different formats
because of inconsistent representations or input errors. Therefore, approximate string match-
ing algorithms for entity names are indispensable. They also play important role in several
problems in database area, for example detection of duplicate records, text searching, entity
duplication, etc.
As the typographical variations of entity are common mismatches, we focus on string
matching algorithms to deal with typographical issues in this literature review. Other issues
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related to phonetic and numeric similarity metrics can be seen in a comprehensive survey on
approximate string matching techniques in the study of Elmagarmid et al ([40]). In general,
existing similarity measures for string matching take two strings as their input and return
a similarity score which quantifies the match between them. The measures for approxi-
mate string matching in previous studies can be categorised into two kinds, comprising of
character-based and token-based measures.
2.5.1 Character-based measures
In character-based methods, the distance between two strings is defined as the minimal cost
to convert a string to the other one by using edit operations such as copying, insertion, sub-
stitution, and deletion. Therefore, the measures following this approach are also known as
edit-distance measures. Previous studies defined different weights for those edit operations.
Levenshtein’s measure in [69] was such a simple one in which the cost of insertion, sub-
stitution, and deletion was defined to be one, whilst that of copying was zero. For example,
the Levenshtein’s edit-distance measure between two strings “Dat Tan Huynh” and “Dat T
Huynh” is two because two operations needs to be performed to delete two characters “a”
and “n” in the first string to achieve the second string. Let D(s, t, i, j) be the edit distance
between first i characters in s and first j characters in t, si and tj accordingly be the ith and
jth character of the string s and tj . The edit distance D(s, t, i, j) is formally defined as in
equation 2.6. To implement the Levenshtein’s measure, a recursion or dynamic programming
technique ([29]) can be applied.
D(s, t, i, j) = min

D(s, t, i− 1, j − 1) if si = tj
D(s, t, i− 1, j − 1) + 1 if si is replaced by tj
D(s, t, i, j − 1) + 1 if tj is inserted
D(s, t, i− 1, j) + 1 if si is deleted
(2.6)
That measure was then extended in Needleman and Wunch’s measure ([82]) where dif-
ferent costs were assigned for insertion, substitution, and deletion. Similarly, Smith and
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Waterman in [98] also utilised edit distance for string matching, but they defined different
costs for insertion operation in different positions in a string.
Meanwhile, Jaro’s measure ([64]) on two strings was based on the number and position
of the common characters between two strings. A character in one string was considered to
be in common with a character in the other string if they were the same and their relative
positions in the two strings were close enough. Specifically, a character si at the position i
was in the common string between string s and t if there exists a character tj at position j
such that i − min(|s|,|t|)
2
≤ j ≤ i + min(|s|,|t|)
2
. The common string between the two strings is
then consisted of those common characters.





l be the common strings between s and t and between t
and s respectively. The number of transpositions between s′ and t′ is defined as the number
of positions i such that s′i 6= t′i. The string matching degree was defined on the number of
corresponding positions where the characters in the two strings were different, the lengths of
the strings, and their common string. Formally, the similarity measure between two strings s












where Ts′,t′ is the number of transpositions between s′ and t′.
In [113], Winkler modified Jaro’s measure by taking into account the common prefix
between matched strings. Let p be the number of characters in the longest prefix string of
s and t, and p′ = max(p, 4). The equation 2.8 illustrates how Winkler’s similarity between
two string s and t is evaluated. As discussed in [27], Jaro’s and Jaro-Winkler’s measure are
good for matching short names.
Jaro−Winkler(s, t) = Jaro(s, t) + p
′
10
.(1− Jaro(s, t)) (2.8)
where Ts′,t′ is the number of transpositions between s′ and t′.
Instead of using the common characters in matched strings, the idea of edit distance mea-
sures between two strings can be adapted for q-grams, which are short character substrings
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of the length q of the matched strings. The similarity between two matched strings will be
high value if they share a large number of q-grams in common ([106], [105]). Similar to the
ideas of Smith and Waterman ([98]), positional q-gram measure ([103]) was proposed as an
extension of q-grams measure when it considered the positions of q-grams in strings. In [46]
and [47], Gravano et al showed that positional q-grams measure is effective for approximate
string processing in a relational database.
2.5.2 Token-based measures
The idea for token-based measures is that the order of tokens in string matching is not im-
portant. For example, “Huynh Tan Dat” and “Dat Tan Huynh” are considered to be the same.
This means that the measures in this approach were based on the number of common tokens
between two strings. One simple method of this approach was Jaccard’s measure, where the
similarity between two strings was defined to be the ratio between the number of common
tokens and the total number of tokens in the strings (equation 2.9).
sim(s, t) =
|S ∩ T |
|S ∪ T | (2.9)
Moreover, as proposed in the study of Cohen et al in 1998 ([28]), a string could be con-
sidered as a document consisting of terms or tokens. From the point of view of information
retrieval, the problem of matching two strings in this case can be considered as the problem
of matching two documents. According to vector space model in information retrieval, a
document is represented by using a vector over a set of indexed terms in the discourse. A
term in the model can be a word or a phrase and it is assigned a weight in the vector. There-
fore, when words are chosen as terms in the model, the size of dimensions of the term vector
is the number of distinct words in a given collection of documents.
Let N be the total number of documents in the system, ni be the number of documents
where the index term ki occurs, and freqid be the frequency of ki, which is calculated by
the number of times the token ki occurring in a document d. The normalised term frequency
(TF) of ki in d and the inverse document frequency (IDF) for ki is respectively defined by
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equation 2.10 and 2.11.
tfid = log(freqid + 1) (2.10)
idfi = log(N/ni) (2.11)
Based on the properties of the definitions, tfid quantifies the occurrence degree of the
term ki in a document d whilst idfi measures the significance of the occurrence of ki in a
document. The more the number of documents where ki occurs is, the less significant the
occurrence of ki is. From the definitions of TF and IDF of a term ki, the indexed term weight
of ki to a document d is derived and formulated in equation 2.12.
wid = tfid × idfi (2.12)
Let (w1d, w2d, ..., wtd) be the vector representing a document d and (w1q, w2q, ..., wtq) be
the vector representing a document q. The similarity TF-IDF of d and q is defined by the








According to the evaluation of Bilenko et al in 2003 ([14]), TF-IDF is a good token-
based measure for string matching. However, this similarity measure does not capture word
spelling errors in strings. Therefore, Gravano et al ([48]) extended TF-IDF measure to handle
spelling errors by using q-grams instead of words or tokens.
Meanwhile, Bilenko and colleagues ([14]) proposed a Soft-TFIDF measure which mod-
ified the TF-IDF method as follows. Let S be a query string and T be a fact string, and
CLOSE(θ, S, T ) is a set of tokens u in S which there exists a token v in T such that the
similarity between u and v is greater than a threshold θ. Formally, CLOSE(θ, S, T ) is
formulated as in equation 2.14.
CLOSE(θ, S, T ) = {u ∈ S|∃v ∈ T : sim′(u, v) > θ} (2.14)
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where sim′(u, v) is a secondary similarity measure between u and v. This secondary sim-
ilarity measure should be a measure that works well for short strings, such as edit distance
([69]), Jaro’s ([64]), or Winkler’s measure ([113]).
For each token u ∈ CLOSE(θ, S, T ), letN(u, T ) be the maximum secondary-similarity
between u and all tokens v in T , formally N(u, T ) = maxv∈T sim′(u, v). Then, the Soft-
TFIDF matching similarity measure between S and T is defined as in equation 2.15.
sim(S, T ) =
∑





Bilenko et al ([14]) employed Winkler’s measure ([113]) for the secondary similarity
sim′ and chose θ = 0.9 in their experiments. Their experimental results showed that SoftTF-
IDF is better than Winkler and TF-IDF in name matching tasks.
2.6 Summary
The main motivation of entity extraction is to capture information about entities on per-
vasive web data to store them in structured forms. In this chapter, we have provided the
background and an overall picture of related problems and solutions in the literature about
entity extraction from web data. We have presented entity recognition and relation extrac-
tion, which are two typical and important problems in entity extraction. For the problem of
entity recognition, rule-based approaches defined a set of rules and focused on the optimisa-
tion of rule-matching techniques to perform rules efficiently. A drawback of this approach is
that the rules are defined manually and not general enough to extract all entities on web doc-
uments. Meanwhile, statistical learning approach for entity recognition requires a manually
training data to build an entity extraction model. Since the extraction results are affected by
the quantity and quality of manually training data, the application of the approach is limited
in web-scale applications.
To extract relationships between entities on the web, previous studies in supervised ap-
proach mainly exploits NLP techniques to transform sentences which contain entities into
parsed trees. Then the rich features from parsed trees are used to to build training data for
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learning an extraction model. Since this approach requires part-of-speech tagging and sen-
tence parsing, they cannot extract information of entities organised in other forms such as
lists or tables. Meanwhile, semi-supervised approach mainly exploits generated patterns of
given relations to extract information. This approach cannot be applied when we do not know
in advance the structure of the patterns for arbitrary relations on the web. Moreover, how to
evaluate and control the quantity and quality of the generated patterns in the process of entity
extraction to keep obtaining good performance is still a challenge of this approach. Even-
tually, unsupervised approach for relation extraction exploits clustering techniques to group
entity pairs into clusters before their relations can be labelled and extracted. This approach
requires that all entities are recognised before their relations can be extracted. That assump-
tion could be difficult to be obtained in practice when relations of entities are extracted from
arbitrary sources on the web.
Whilst majority of previous approaches extract information about entities from generally
textual documents, this thesis focuses on entity extraction from textual lists, a pervasive and
ubiquitous resource which contains information about entities under implicit records in tex-
tual documents. We have surveyed related studies on entity extraction by text segmentation
and also discussed some string matching techniques for entity names. Moreover, we have
reviewed and discussed existing techniques proposed in recent research studies on the prob-
lem and we argue that there was no complete system with scalability on entity extraction
from textual lists. We also pointed out the novelty and contributions of our approach when
compared to existing studies. Eventually, we have reported the majority of the survey in
this chapter in our publication in [58]. In the next chapters, we will present our proposed
framework to tackle the problem of entity extraction by text segmentation and our technical





As surveyed in section 2.4, designing an application that can automatically recognise and
parse information of entities from textual lists scattered over the internet is not a trivial task.
It is also an important and practical research problem in the literature. Since field values
in input lists are expressed in a textual representation, traditional wrapper-based methods
([35], [7]) cannot be applied to the inputs that are formatted differently in HTML. Instead,
the problem of entity extraction from textual lists is formulated as a problem of text segmen-
tation to extract data values in them. Each sequence in a list is split into text segments which
are field values of entities. In general, a dominant approach for this problem in the litera-
ture is the deployment of statistical methods to assign labels for text segments and extract
field values of entities from sequences in input lists. Previous studies deployed two different
techniques to generate training data for building statistical extraction models. The first tech-
nique, which is called supervised approach, builds training data manually ([95], [43], [16],
[68], [85], [75]). Those supervised methods require a large amount of user-provided training
data, which consists of a set of text segments, their features and labels. Obtaining such a
training dataset to extract several types of entities on different domains on the web written in
any styles with different orders of field values and punctuation marks may cost a lot of time
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and laborious work. In addition, the generated extraction models are difficult to be reused to
deal with different types of inputs on the web.
Meanwhile, the second technique, which is called unsupervised approach, exploits the
pre-existing data source to alleviate the need for labelled training data when building extrac-
tion model ([4], [119], [30]). In the study of Agichtein et al ([4]), the training datasets are
built automatically by concatenating field values and their labels in a reference table before
it is used to train an Hidden Markov Model (HMM) ([16]) for information extraction. Later
Zhao et al in [119] adapted this idea to Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) ([68]). Since
training datasets are generated directly from a reference table by concatenating its field val-
ues, the methods made a strong assumption about overlapping features between field values
in a referenct table and input lists. According to the experiments of Cortez et al in [30],
the quality of extraction in the study of Zhao et al ([119]) is quite low when input lists and
referent table come from different sources. Moreover, the running time of both methods [4]
and [119] is slow because they need to infer the order of field values, generate training data
and construct a new extraction model when they perform a new extraction. Our proposed
method is similar to their methods when we also exploit knowledge base to automate our
extraction model. However, instead of building training data directly from field values in a
knowledge base, we exploit the knowledge base to capture the structure of input lists in a
statistical model to extract information.
A recent study which is close to our work is ONDUX, a study of Cortez et al in 2010
([30]). In their work, overlapping terms between knowledge base and input lists is exploited
to label text segments and build a statistical model for information extraction. Their method
mainly exploits high overlapping terms between a knowledge base and an input list. The
study has not considered a format similarity between field values in a knowledge base and
and an input list, the distribution of positions of field values as well as their structural similar-
ity within a list to enhance the quality of information extraction. Our work can be considered
as an improvement of ONDUX whilst we identify those issues, address research problems
and proposed technical solutions to improve performance and overcome the limitations of
the system.
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In this chapter, we firstly present our proposed framework that automatically constructs
training data from web lists and build a graphical model for a parser to extract information
about entities. The basic idea in our framework is that we exploit an existing knowledge base
of entities to label text segments on sequences of textual lists and use statistical information
of the labels to capture the implicit structure of the input lists and train a statistical extraction
model for parsing information about entities in the input lists. There are a lot of types of
knowledge base that can be employed in the framework. They can be tables, relations, or
ontologies, etc. Moreover, we propose a format-enhanced labelling technique which exploits
the dyad of membership relation between a field value and its label in this chapter. Due to this
model, we can incorporate both format and content-based matching techniques to improve
the quality of extraction model.
The structure of this chapter is organised as follows. In section 3.2, we formally define the
problem of entity extraction by text segmentation. Then, section 3.3 describes our proposed
self-supervising learning framework which exploits the overlap between a knowledge base
and input lists to construct automatically a statistical extraction model for extracting data
values of entities from the lists. Next, our proposed format-enhanced labelling technique is
presented in section 3.4. After that, experiments and evaluations are illustrated in section
3.5. Eventually, section 3.6 summarises some remarks of the chapter.
3.2 Terminology and problem definition
In this section, we present a definition of the problem of entity extraction from lists and the
terminologies we utilise in our study. Firstly, we consider a list L of n sequences. Each
ith sequence li in the list L is a string which represents an implicit structured record. For
example, in bibliographic domain, each sequence li is a reference or a citation, which is a
string to represent the field values of an academic publication. A typical representation of
a publication may include information about authors, title, book title or publication venue,
pages, date, volume, and some other information of a publication.
Formally, each a sequence li can be represented as li = {v1d1v2d2v3d3...}, where vj
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are field values of an implicit record in the input list L, and di are delimiter or symbols
to separate field values vi. A delimiter is any character other than A..Z, a..z, or 0..9. The
delimiters split a sequence li into a set of text segments and each text segment can be a token
or a sequence of tokens. We note that the delimiters separate field values but they may occur
in field values. Therefore, each text segment can be a field value or several text segments
compose a field value. Moreover, the number of field values in different sequences in a list
can be different. For example, some citation strings include complete information such as
author, title, publication venue, date, location, and publisher whilst other ones use only a
subset of those fields.
To assign labels for text segments in input lists, we exploit a knowledge base which
contains a set of pairs K = {<t1, E1>, ..., <tm, Em>} where each ti is a distinct field
which is used to assign labels for text segments, Ei is a set of field values or occurrences of
the field ti. Given a list L of n sequences including field values on a textual document and
a knowledge base K, the goal of the problem of entity extraction by text segmentation is to
extract automatically the field values in L and store them in a structured form, e.g a table, or
an xml file.
3.3 Self-supervised learning framework
3.3.1 Framework overview
In this section, we present our proposed self-supervised learning framework for entity ex-
traction task from web lists. Similar to other unsupervised methods, we are interested in
automating the process of extracting information about entities from textual lists. As intro-
duced in section 3.1, the intuitive idea in our methodology is to employ a knowledge base to
capture the structure of an input list and incorporate a statistical learning method to automat-
ically extract field values in input lists. Whilst supervised approach requires human to build
training data or supervise the training extraction model, our method is similar to other unsu-
pervised approach when it builds its extraction model automatically. However, our proposed
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FIGURE 3.1: Self-supervised learning framework for entity extraction from lists
framework is called self-supervised because it can repair and fix failures via a refinement
step in the framework when it extracts information about entities.
Figure 3.1 describes the overall architecture of our proposed framework. In general, the
framework can be described in a sequence of operations which are basically grouped into
three main phases: text-segmentation phase, labelling or matching phase, and extraction (or
refinement) phase. Detailed descriptions of those phases are presented in sections 3.3.2,
3.3.3, and 3.3.4, respectively.
3.3.2 Text-segmentation phase
In text-segmentation phase, each sequence in an input list is split into multiple text segments
which are then labelled in the next phase. Each text segment is a term or a sequence of terms
(or tokens) that constitute a field value of a certain attribute. The simplest way to perform the
segmentation step is to use delimiters or punctuation marks to split sequences. As mentioned
in section 3.2, the delimiters that separate field values may occur in field values. Therefore,
a field value may include one or few consecutive text segments. To improve the quality of
the segmentation phase, a knowledge base is exploited. If any two text segments co-occur in
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FIGURE 3.2: An example of text-segmentation phase
the same attribute value of a knowledge base, they will be merged into one text segment.
An example of this phase can be seen in Figure 3.2. In the example, the input string is
split into several text segments which are words or tokens. Then, the segments are merged
together by using a knowledge base. In the example, the text segments in the result are
marked in rectangles.
After this phase, we obtain a set of text segments that constitute field values. We notice
that text segments may not be a field value at this stage and they will be assigned labels and
merged in the next phases. In general, this segmentation step is basically similar to previous
studies in supervised learning methods when they manually assign labels for tokens or text
chunk in their approach. The only difference in our work is that we exploit a knowledge base
to merge text segments to assign labels in next matching phase.
3.3.3 Matching phase
This matching phase is also referred as a labelling phase in our work. In this phase, we assign
labels for text segments obtained from the previous phase by exploring a knowledge base.
Each label represents an attribute of an entity or a concept in the knowledge base. Given a
text segment, the purpose of this phase is to assign a label for the text segment by choosing
a candidate label from a set of labels in a knowledge base. Therefore, we need a similarity
measure to evaluate how likely a label should be assigned to a text segment and then the
measures between labels and a text segment are used to rank and choose the label with the
highest score.
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FIGURE 3.3: An example of matching phase
Cortez et al ([30]) adapted the idea of Mesquita et al ( [78]) into their study and defined a
matching score between a field value and a label tj via a fitness function as in equation 3.1.
The fitness scores are computed for all tokens w in the text segment s and the label tj and











where freq(w, tj) is the number of values of the label tj containing the token w, freq(w)
is the total number of instance values in the knowledge base containing the token w, and
freqmax(tj) is the highest frequency of any token in the instance values of the label tj .
In our study, we reuse the matching score function defined in the study of Cortez et al
([30]). We also notice that the matching score function in [30] only focuses on the content-
based similarity between text segments and field values in a knowledge base. However,
not all text segments can be matched in a knowledge base. Instead, format-based similarity
between text segments in an input list and field values in the knowledge base could be ex-
ploited to improve the performance of matching phase. We will present our improvement in
this phase in the section 3.4 of this chapter.
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An example to illustrate the results of this matching phase can be seen in Figure 3.3.
The example demonstrates the results of matching phase of the previous example in Figure
3.2. The labels obtained in this labelling phase are then utilised to build a statistical model
for extracting information about entities from web lists in the last extraction phase of the
framework. We also notice that the labels obtained from this phase are not always accurate.
Some labels may not be matched in knowledge base and they are not assigned to any labels.
Similarly, some other labels could be mismatched. For example, the labels for the text seg-
ments Klein and bearing words are Unknown whilst the text segment Development has the
label Title which is not correct. Those such labels will be revised in the extraction phase,
which is the next phase of the framework.
3.3.4 Extraction phase
The main purpose of this extraction phase is to exploit statistical information of the labels
obtained in the matching phase to build a graphical model to revise the results of the matching
phase and extract information about entities. The key idea of this phase is that the labels of
texts segments in an input list reflect statistical information of the distribution of field values
in an input list. Such information could be exploited to assign the labels for unmatched
segments and rectify mismatched ones. This strategy is based on an assumption that the
number of correct labels are more than incorrect ones in an input list. Therefore, statistical
analysis on labels enables us to detect incorrect ones and fix them.
The purpose of the graphical model in our framework is to capture the structure of se-
quences and represent the likelihood of transitions between labels as well as the occurrence
of a label in an input list. We define a positional and sequential model (PSM), which includes
a sequential model (SM) and a positional model (PM), to revise the labels in refinement
phase. Whilst the sequential model is to capture the likelihood of transitions between labels
in an input list, the positional model to reflect the possibility of the occurrence of a label in a
particular position in the list. For example, if there are several transitions from the label “au-
thor” to the label “year”, the probability to revise an unknown label before the label “year”
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should be higher than probability to have other labels. Similarly, if a label occurs frequently
in a particular position, it will high possibility that an unknown label at that position should
be revised to assign the label.
A PSM for labels is defined by the following three components:
• A set of states T = {start, t1, t2, ..., tN , end} where start and end are respectively
initial state and ending states and each state ti represents a label of a text segment.
• A matrix A where each element aij is the probability of making a transition from state
i to state j. Each element aij in the matrix A is defined as the equation 3.3. The matrix
A is referred as a sequential model for the transitions between labels in an input list.
• A matrix P where each entry pik denotes the probability of the label ti appearing in the
position kth in an input list. Formally, pik is defined as in the equation 3.4. Similarly,
the matrix P is referred as a positional model for labels in an input list.
aij =
Number of transitions from state ti to state tj
Total number of transitions out of state ti
(3.3)
pik =
Number of observations of ti in k
Total number of segments in k
(3.4)
The transition model can be visualised as a directed graph where each node is a label or
state in the model and each edge describes the transition between labels. Each edge in the
graph is weighted by the possibility of making a transition from a state to the other state. An
example of a sequential model in bibliographic domain can be seen in Figure 3.4.
Since the sequences of an input list may contain different number of text segments and
labels, the usage of sequential model (SM) helps to improve the recall of extraction results
but it could decrease the precision of the system. Therefore, a positional model (PM) is
combined into a PSM model to revise labels in the results of matching step. The idea of
using a sequential model and a positional model to capture the structure of input data was
originally exploited in a machine learning technique in [16]. However, the main difference
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FIGURE 3.4: An example of a sequential model (SM)
between our work and the previous study is that the graphical model in our framework is
built from labels in input lists which are dynamically assigned in labelling phase rather than
pre-defined manual training data. Moreover, we also note that the position model currently
defined in the equation 3.4 only exploits the occurrences of a label in a particular position in
a list. We will present our extension for the positional model by exploiting proximity-based
information of labels in next chapter of this thesis.
To compute the probability to have a label t for a text segment, matching score, sequential
score, and positional model score can be combined by using a Bayesian disjunctive operator,
also known as Nosy-OR-Gate ([84], [30]), as in equation 3.5.
sim(s, t) = 1− (1−M(s, t))× (1− aij)× (1− pik) (3.5)
where M(s, t) is a matching score between a segment s and a label t; i is the index of the
label t in a list of labels T , j is the index of the label of the next segment of s; and k is the
position of s in an input sequence. The value of aij and pjk are respectively defined by the
sequential model as in equation 3.3 and the positional model in equation 3.4. Both matrices
A and P are built directly by a single pass on an input list.
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3.4 Format-enhanced labelling technique
As presented in section 3.3, the proposed framework for entity extraction from lists mainly
exploits the labels which are assigned at matching phase to build a graphical model for
information extraction. The model captures statistical information of labels and structure of
input list to revise the labels in matching phase. As a consequence, any mismatched labels
or unknown labels may affect the statistical information embedded in the graphical model
and the quality of information extraction phase. Therefore, the accuracy of matching phase
to assign labels for text segments may play crucial role in the framework.
Given a text segment s, the purpose of the labelling phase is to assign to s a label t from a
knowledge base K based on the features of the string s. Each label t can be any dummy text
which represents a field or an attribute of entities in the knowledge base K. This labelling
task is complicated because exact string matching criteria on data in knowledge base might
lead to only few matches or no match, whilst soft criteria might generate a few wrongly
labelled strings which will severely impact the accuracy of the statistical extraction model
built on those labelled data.
Formally, given a set of records R with the attributes or labels t in a knowledge base K
and a set of sequences L, we need to find a set of labels/attributes of t that match with the
candidate field values in R. It is necessary to define a soft scoring function SoftScore(s, t)
which returns a value in [0, 1] and measures the similarity between a candidate text segment
s in a sequence S and the field values of the attribute t in the record R. One of way to
implement this scoring function is to consider the text segment as a query on the knowledge
base K and apply ranking functions in information retrieval as similarity measure to assign
labels. The overlapping terms between knowledge base and the text segment can be exploited
to measure the similarity between the text segment and the label. This idea can be found in
the study of Cortez et al ([30]) when the authors define the score function by counting the
number overlapping terms between text segments and knowledge base.
In our study, we identify the dyadic representation of semantic relations between a candi-
date field value and a label in knowledge base. We formulate the process of assigning a label
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t for a candidate field value s as the process of checking whether the element s is a member
of a set with the label t or not. According to set theory, a membership relation between
an element and a set can be described in two ways: intensional and extensional definition.
Intensional definition of a set formulates its meaning by specifying all properties which an
element must satisfy to reach the definition. For example, a year often has four digits and
starts with the prefix “19” or “20”. Similarly, the page numbers of a paper often starts with
one of strings in the set {“page”, “pages”, “p”, “pp”, “pg”} and two numbers separated by a
punctuation such as “-” or “˜”. The properties to define a set in the intensional definition can
be encoded in rules to verify whether an element is a member of the set or not.
We automatically learn the sequences that represents the format of the label t from a
knowledge base and then apply to check the format of a candidate value s. We firstly split
each value of t into tokens by using white-spaces. Then we adapt the idea in the study of
Borkar et al ([16]) to encode the tokens into a sequence of symbol masks. However, instead
of building a training data manually, we exploit the existing values in the knowledge base to
build masks automatically. The representation of symbol masks is to capture the format of
values in a knowledge base. For example, the date “25 Aug 2012” is encoded “[dd] [A-Z][a-
z][a-z] [dddd]”, where the mask [d] represents a digit in from zero to nine, the mask [A-Z]
represents an uppercase letter, and the mask [a-z] represents a lowercase letter. From that
representation, we generate a transition model mt for those masks. In the model, each node
represents a mask and an edge between two nodes represents a transition of two masks in the
values of label t. Each edge in the model has a weight which is defined by a likelihood to
transit from a mask to another mask. The likelihood is formally defined in equation 3.6.
w(mi,mj) =
Number of transitions from mask mi to mask tj
Total number of transitions out of mask mi
(3.6)
Due to the representation of the model, a value of the label t can be described by a path
in the model. Similarly, a candidate value s is also encoded into a mask by using the symbol
taxonomy as above. Then, the format similarity between a candidate value s and a label t is
evaluated as in equation 3.7.





where path(s) is a sequence of masks generated for s. Moreover, we note that if there is no
matching mask paths of s and t, the value of fr(s, t) is equal to zero.
We encode those mask paths as regular expressions for each label t to segment and label
them. By using masks to represent the data values of a label t, we can formulate the format-
related feature of each label into a model and use it to capture the property of some datatypes
such as numerics, dates, URLs, emails, and telephone numbers.
Meanwhile, extensional definition describes a set by specifying every element in the set.
In this way, we consider each label t as a set and its field values are elements of the set.
Therefore, the similarity between a string s and a label t can be computed via the instance
values of the label t in a knowledge base. Based on the values of the labels, we exploit the
common tokens/q-grams shared between a string s and the values of a label t to define a
similarity function between them. As mentioned in 3.3.3, there are several ways to define
this function. One of ways is to view each text segment s as a query and all tokens in the
instance values of the label t as a document, then a ranking function in information retrieval
can be applied to measure and rank a label t by the relatedness between the query s and the
instance values of the label t.
To measure the content-related similarity between a candidate value s and a label t, we
reuse ideas in the studies of Mesquita et al ([78]) and Cortez et al ([30]) to define a matching





The fitness scores are computed for all tokens/q-grams w in the query string s and the label







where freq(w, t) is the number of values of the label t containing the token w, freq(w)
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is the total number of instance values in the knowledge base containing the token w, and
freqmax(t) is the highest frequency of any token in instance values of the label t. The first
fraction in the equation 3.9 represents the probability to have the token w in the type t.
Given a token w, the first fraction returns the same value if the frequencies of the token in
instance values of two different labels are alike. Therefore, the second fraction is used as a
normalisation factor to take into account the importance of a token for a label. A token will
be more important for a label if it occurs in several instance values of that label as compared
to other tokens. Moreover, to implement the fitness function, we adapt the idea of using
inverted lists in the study of Chandel et al ([24]) to index all tokens and field values in a
knowledge base. Each entry in the list is a token and it is mapped to a list of field values
as well as their labels that contain the token. By that way, we can compute quickly the
frequency of a token which the instance values of a label t contain.
Due to the dyadic representation of a member and a set, we can incorporate both format-
based similarity and content-based similarity into our similarity model in our matching
phase. We also note that our previous study in [59] also exploited our proposed format-
enhanced matching technique for labelling text segments on web lists. The labelling process
in the study is mainly based on the rules which approximately match a candidate text segment
s and the aliases of a field value by a similarity score such as an edit distance ([69]). Our
later work in [61] improved this measure by combining format-related feature and content-
related feature into a single similarity model. In our study, each label is viewed to represent
a set and each text segment is considered as a member of a set in set theory. We exploit
the intensional and extensional definition of a set to define a membership relation between a
member and its set in a formal way. Moreover, our proposed technique can be considered as
an improvement the study of Cortez et al ([30]). Whilst the matching phase in the study of
Cortez et al ([30]) focuses on overlapping terms to define matching functions between text
segments and labels, we combine both format-related feature and content-related feature in
our matching process when we match text segments and labels. Due to this improvement,
we can achieve high performance in matching phase and hence we obtain high performance
when performing the final refinement phase of the framework.
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The process of splitting text and matching phase for each sequence in an input list is
described in Algorithm 1. We recognise some primitive datatypes including numbers, date-
times, page numbers, volumes and issues, URLs, email addresses, and phone numbers, then
define regular expressions which are leant from masks of field values in knowledge base and
use them to segment texts. Due to this, we can obtain high performance on those simple
datatypes and helps achieve effectiveness when we revise the labels of other field values
in the input list in the refinement phase. In the algorithm of splitting a sequence into text
segments, we initially extract tokens from a string l based on the occurrence of white spaces
(line 1). For each token t′ in a string l, we find a sequence of consecutive tokens starting
from t′ which satisfies any regular expressions to group them into a text segment (lines 5-12).
Moreover, if any two consecutive tokens co-occur in the same instance value according to a
knowledge base, they will be grouped into the same text segment (lines 13-19). Initially, each
text segment has a single token (line 13). Then we find if any instance e in the knowledge
base K that contains two consecutive tokens or not (line 14). If there exists such an instance
(line 15), we put them into the same group (line 17). The process is repeated until all tokens
are considered.
Given an input list li of an algorithm, the number of regular expressions for format-related
features are fixed when we perform the text-splitting phase. For each token t′ in each string
li of L, we need to find a sequence of consecutive tokens starting from t′ by using the regular
expressions. In the worst case, the statements to find such a sequence (lines 5-12) performs
O(n) time, where n is the number of tokens in the string li. Since we need to traverse all
tokens on the string li, the complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(n2), where n is the number of
tokens in string li.
3.5 Experiments
The purpose of the experiments in this chapter is to evaluate the performance of our proposed
labelling technique when it is used in our framework. We perform experiments on datasets
in different domains and compare with the results obtained from previous studies. In this
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for text-splitting phase
Input: A string l in an input list L, a knowledge base K, a set of regular expressions
R for format-related features







n> = Extract all tokens from string l
2 j = 0, i = 0
3 while j < n do
4 k = j + 1
5 while k < n do
6 if t′j...t
′
k satisfies a regular expression in R then
7 Bi = {t′j...t′k}
8 i = i + 1
9 j = k +1
10 end
11 k = k + 1
12 end
13 Bi = {} ∪<t′j>
14 C = {<t,E> ∈ K, e ∈ E|t′j, t′j+1 ∈ e}






17 Bi = Bi ∪<t′j+1>
18 j = j + 1
19 end
20 i = i + 1
21 j = j + 1
22 end
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section, we firstly describe the datasets, experimental setups and metrics that we employ in
our evaluations. Then we report experimental results and compare them with the existing
study.
3.5.1 Data settings
We perform experiments on public datasets in two domains: bibliographic and addresses.
In each domain, we build a knowledge base and testing data from the data sources. In bib-
liographic domain, we use CORA collection ([85]) and PersonalBib dataset [75, 119] from
experiments in previous studies. In Addresses domain, we download two datasets BigBook
and LARestaurants from the RISE repository ([3]) and then manually label the field values
in each dataset. Detailed information about those datasets in both domains is summarised
in table 3.1. In the experiments, we verify the extraction results in each phase and evaluate
how much our proposed techniques can give better performance than the results obtained by
existing studies on the problem of information extraction by text segmentation.
Domain Dataset Number of attributes Number of records
Bibliographic Data Cora 13 500
PersonalBib 7 395
Address Data BigBook 5 4,000
LARestaurants 4 250
TABLE 3.1: Domains and datasets used in our experiments.
3.5.2 Metrics for evaluation
In order to assess the experimental results, we utilise well-known precision, recall, and F1
measures ([74]) in our comparisons. We denote Ai as a referent set and Bi as testing results
to be compared with Ai. The precision (Pi), recall (Ri) and F1 measure (Fi) are accordingly
defined as in the equation 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12. In our experiments, Ai is a set of tokens
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3.5.3 Extraction quality and evaluation
Tables 3.2 describes experimental results in Bibliographic domain when we conduct exper-
iments on Cora dataset with the usage of PersonalBib dataset as a knowledge base. In the
experiments, we compare our proposed type-based labelling technique with a content-based
labelling technique in the study of Cortez et al ([30]). The column Ondux-Matching (M1)
in the table refers to the results obtained when we apply content-based labelling technique
whilst the column Our Matching (M2) refers to the results after we employ our proposed
type-based labelling technique. The columns “M1+PSM” and “M2+PSM” present the gains
in quality achieved when we utilise PSM model to revise the results obtained from the match-
ing steps M1 and M2, respectively.
We note that the results obtained with content-based labelling technique are similar to
those reported in the experiments of ONDUX in the study of Cortez et al ([30]). We include
the results here for completeness and to validate the baseline of our experiments. However,
we obtain high performance of extraction on simple data types such as page numbers, years,
volumes and issues as compared to ONDUX. It can be observed from the table that when we
incorporate format-related features into matching phase, we can achieve high performance
on the quality of information extraction on the data types with above 94% of F1-measure.
In Addresses domain, we exploit LARetaurants dataset as testing data and BigBook dataset
as knowledge when we perform experiments. The experimental results are reported in table
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Field Ondux-Matching (M1) Our Matching (M2) M1+PSM M2+PSM
Author 0.7080 0.7080 0.7822 0.7845
Title 0.7882 0.7882 0.8154 0.8217
Booktitle 0.7971 0.7971 0.7922 0.7967
Pages 0.7546 0.9961 0.8528 0.9961
Year 0.7814 0.9912 0.8990 0.9912
Volume 0.8538 0.8483 0.9578 0.9404
Issue 0.8427 0.9663 0.9263 0.9663
TABLE 3.2: Experimental results on Cora dataset using data from PersonalBib source.
3.3. The experiments show that the quality of extraction on the dataset is high and we can
obtain 98.11% of F1-measure by exploiting format-related features for recognising phone
numbers.
Field Ondux-Matching (M1) Our Matching (M2) M1+PSM M2+PSM
Name 0.6182 0.6182 0.9724 0.9724
Street 0.9073 0.9073 0.9808 0.9808
City 0.7388 0.7388 0.9857 0.9857
Phone 0.862 0.9811 0.9882 0.9923
TABLE 3.3: Experimental results on LARestaurants dataset using data from BigBook
source.
Moreover, we also report that [59] is another case study of our framework which focuses
on bibliography domain and we build training data from web lists extracted from web pages.
In the study, we used the publication titles of DBLP records to search on the web via some
keyword-based search engines such as Google or Bing. Then a set of hyperlinks on returned
web pages is extracted before they are used to download and extract the lists of references of
the publications on the web pages. After that, the overlapping terms between a knowledge
base and the lists are exploited to build a statistical extraction model. The experimental
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results in the study also confirmed that the processing time of our method is much better
than the running time of U-CRF, which dramatically increase when we increase the size of
reference table.
3.6 Summary
In the chapter, we have presented our proposed self-supervised learning framework for ex-
tracting information of entities from textual lists on the web. The basic idea of our framework
is to exploit the overlap between a knowledge base and a textual list to capture the structure
of the lists via the transitions and positions of labels in a list. Due this structure, we can build
a graphical model for information extraction automatically. We firstly label information of
entities on web lists by using a knowledge base, then the distribution of labels in input lists
are then exploited to construct a statistical extraction model automatically.
To label web lists from a knowledge base, we have proposed a format-enhance labelling
technique to match candidate field values and labels in a knowledge base. We identify and
exploit both intensional and extensional definition of a set in set theory to measure how a text
segment should be assigned a label in a knowledge base. By this way, we can incorporate
both format-based and content-based measure in a similarity model for labelling input lists.
In the experiments, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of our labelling technique as
compare to ONDUX ([30]), a state-of-the-art method for information extraction by text seg-
mentation. Whilst ONDUX only focuses on the content similarity between knowledge base
and input lists, we accommodate format-related features in our similarity matching model
to improve quality of extraction. We have conducted experiments on datasets on different
domains to verify results and provide detailed explanations for the extraction results we have
obtained. The ideas and research results of this chapter are partially presented in our publi-
cations in [59] and [61].
Although our proposed framework can generate a training data automatically for con-
structing a statistical model to extract information about entities from textual lists, it still has
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several gaps that can be improved. Currently, the performance of the framework mainly de-
pends on the overlap between the format and the content of knowledge base and input lists.
Meanwhile, information about entities on a list is often written in some particular formats
which define some orders of values in a list. This means that the structure of input lists could
be exploited to improve the performance of information extraction system on lists.
In the next chapter, we will present a proximity-based positional model for labels to
capture positional information of labels in input lists. The proposed model exploits the dis-
tribution of labels and their positional information and it is combined with the transitions
between labels in an input list to improve the quality of information extraction phase. We
will investigate and demonstrate the idea of our proposed techniques in chapter 4 of this
thesis.
Moreover, the format-enhanced labelling technique proposed in this chapter is also a
initial foundation for our idea to exploit a format-based similarity for grouping similar text
segments in different sequences of an input list into clusters. This will help to improve the
performance of the labelling process and reduce the dependence on the knowledge base. This
will be presented in chapter 5 of this thesis.
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Chapter 4
Proximity-based Positional Model for
Labels
4.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces our proposed proximity-based positional model to capture positional
information of labels in an input list to improve the quality of entity extraction by text seg-
mentation. The basic idea of this model is to capture and exploit approximately positional
information of field values in an input list to provide an evidence on the exist of an unknown
label in a particular position. The major contribution of this chapter is a proximity-based
positional model for labels within a list which considers the distribution of a target label
in different positions to measure how likely a label occurs at a particular position. Due to
the model, we can improve the performance of the refinement phase in our proposed self-
supervised learning framework.
As mentioned in chapter 3, the basic idea of our proposed self-supervised learning frame-
work for the problem of entity extraction by text segmentation is to exploit the overlapping
between a knowledge base and web lists to build a statistical extraction model. The text
segments are firstly labelled by matching them with a knowledge base, then their labels are
revised by a graphical model. Meanwhile, information of entities on the same textual list
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is often written in similar style which defines the order of field values on the sequences of
the lists. Therefore, a graphical model to revise the labels of text segments should capture
transition feature as well as positional information of text segments in an input list. Both
transition and position related features in a list provide more evidence on the existence of a
label an input list when we build a graphical extraction model. For example, if there were
a lot of transitions from the labels “author” to the label “year” in a list of reference in bib-
liographical domain, it would be high possibility that the text segment with unknown label
before the label “year” should be assigned as “author” although it was not matched with any
field value in the knowledge base. Similarly, if the label “author” occurs frequently in the
first position of a reference list, an unknown text segment in the position should be assigned
as “author”.
Following that idea, Cortez et al ([30]) proposed a combination of HMM-based position-
ing and sequencing model to build the graphical model. However, they only exploited fixed
positions of a labels in different sequences of input list. It means that the positional model
in their work is defined by considering the number of occurrences of a label in a particular
position of different sequences of an input list.
We argue that although the field values in different sequences of an input list could be
written in similar styles, the labels of text segments in an input list which are assigned by
using a knowledge base could not always be in a fixed positions in different sequences. It
cannot be ensured that majority of correct labels always occur in a fixed position in different
sequences of an input list. Therefore, it would be rigid if we only consider a fixed position
of a label and do not consider the distribution of the label in an input list. Instead, we should
accumulate the distribution of the labels in different positions in the input list.
As an example to illustrate the issue, let us consider consider the labels “volume” in
reference strings in bibliographic domain. Even they are written in the same order of field
values, the number of authors in those strings can be different and the lengths of paper
titles and book titles can also be different. Therefore, the positions of the label “volume” in
different sequences of an input list can be different. Another example can be seen in Figures
4.1 and 4.2. The figure illustrates an example of the results when we apply a labelling phase
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FIGURE 4.1: An example of labels to be revised after matching phase
FIGURE 4.2: A demonstration of proximity-based positional model for labels
to obtain labels for text segments in an input list. In the example, when we consider the text
segments at the position two in the sequence five in a list, the number of labels “Author” are
equal to the number of label “Title”. Therefore, if we just consider the number of occurrences
in a fixed position, we cannot determine the label of the text segment at the position two.
We argue that the information of a label in a fixed position in different sequences of
an input text may not be enough to determine a label of a text segment in the position.
Since ones do not know in advance how many text segments there are in each sequence of
an input list and the text segments are labeled by matching functions, ones cannot always
ensure that majority of correct label always occurs in a fixed position in all sequences of
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input lists. Instead, we can consider the occurrences of the labels in different positions in all
sequences of the list. That evidence of occurrences of labels near a position should be taken
into the probability to have the label in the position. In the example, we can see that the label
“Author” occurs frequently in positions around the position two. Therefore, it is high likely
that the label of segment at position two is “Author”.
In other words, the neighbour positions of a label in an input list should be considered
when we compute the probability of the occurrence of the label at a particular position. Based
on that idea, we propose a novel proximity-based positional model for labels in which we
exploit information of different positions of a considering label in the input text to compute
the probability to have the label in a particular position.
The key idea of proximity-positional model (PPM) for labels is to define a statistical
model for each position of a label in an input list. The PPM for a label at a position would be
estimated based on the propagated counts of the label in different positions in the input list.
Moreover, the occurrences of a label t at the positions which near a position i will provide
more evidence than its occurrences in far positions. In other words, each position of a label
will receive propagated counts of the label in near positions. A main technical challenge in
the proximity-based positional model for labels in an input list is how to define a propagation
function and estimate a positional model for different labels. We will analyse several func-
tions in this chapter and we also show that with some specific choices, our proximity-based
positional model for labels covers the fixed-positional model proposed by Cortez et al ([30])
as a special case.
This chapter presents our novel proximity-based positional model for labels to relax a
rigid constraint and improve performance of entity extraction by text segmentation. Instead
of considering a label in a fixed position in the input text, the distribution of the target label in
different positions is taken in our model to measure how likely a label occurs at a given po-
sition. The remaining sections of this chapter are organised as follows. Firstly, we introduce
and formally define our proposed proximity-based positional model for labels in section 4.2.
Then, we present how to exploit PPM for labels in refinement phase to tackle the problem
of entity extraction by text segmentation in section 4.3. After that, our experiments and
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evaluations are described and analysed in section 4.4. Eventually, section 4.5 presents some
concluding remarks of the chapter.
4.2 Proximity-based positional model for labels
In this section, we present our proposed proximity-based positional model for labels in an
input list by considering the distribution of labels in different positions in the list. We firstly
formulate the model in section 4.2.1. Then section 4.2.2 investigates some propagation func-
tions which are employed in the model.
4.2.1 Model formulation
As introduced in section 4.1, a proximity-based positional model (PPM) for a label at a
position would be estimated based on the propagated label counts from the labels at all
other positions in an input list. Specifically, each label at each position of an input list is
determined by the evidence of its occurrence to all other positions in the input list and the
positions close to the label will get more share of the evidence than those far away. By this
way, each position of a label will receive propagated counts of the label from all positions in
an input list. From that idea, we formally define a proximity-based positional model (PPM)
for labels as the following.
Given a list L including n sequences or n lines L = (l1, l2, ...ln), let TL = (t1, t2, ..., tN)
is a list of all possible labels in the list L, N is obviously the number of labels in L.
c(t, i): the number of times the label t occurs at position i in different sequences of the
list L.
k(i, j): the discounting factor to the position i from a label at the position j. This factor
can be any non-increasing function of |i− j| and called a proximity-based density function.
This means that the function k(i, j) returns a high value if the position j is near the position
i. In other words, k(i, j) favours positions which are close to i. There are several proximity-
based density functions that can be chosen to define k(i, j). Each density function will lead
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to a specific PPM for a label. We will explore and analyse different density functions in
section 4.2.2.
c′(t, i): the total propagated count of a label t at position i from the occurrences of the




c(t, j)k(i, j) (4.1)
We notice that even if the value of c(t, i) is zero, the value of c′(t, i) may be greater than
zero. In other words, c′(t, i) not only considers the positions of the label t at the position
i, but also takes into account the neighbour positions of the label t via a proximity-based
density function k(i, j).
From the definition of the propagation function c′(t, i) for a label, we have a frequency
vector <c′(t1, i), ..., c′(tN , i)> for different labels at a position i. Accordingly, positional
information of each label can be translated to label frequency information in this vector.
Based on this formulation, we estimate a proximity-based positional model (PPM) of a label
t at position i in a list L as in the equation 4.2.





where TL is a set of labels in L and c′(t, i) is defined by the equation 4.1.
According to the property of the proximity-based propagation function c′(t, i), the value
of p(t|L, i) is mainly influenced by labels around the position i, not only a fixed position in
the sequences of the list L. In other words, our model can exploit positional information of a
label as well as its distribution in a list to incorporate into a statistical modelling framework.
4.2.2 Proximity-based propagation functions for PPM
One of major challenges in PPM for labels is how to define the proximity-based density
function k(i, j). As we mentioned in section 4.2.1, the proximity-based density function
k(i, j) is a non-increasing function of |i − j| and it favours positions j which are close to i.
Therefore, different density functions may lead to different PPMs for labels.
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To define such a density function, we follow previous studies about computing the dis-
tances between words in a document in information retrieval. Then we consider five different
kernel functions k(i, j) in our work and adapt the idea to measure the distances between la-
bels in an input list in our work. Those functions are Gaussian kenel (equation 4.3), Triangle
kernel (equation 4.4), Cosine kernel (equation 4.5), Circle kernel (equation 4.6), and Rect-
angle kernel (equation 4.7) ([39, 86, 66]).
• Gaussian kernel:
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1 if |i− j| ≤ σ0 otherwise (4.7)
The examples of the curves of those kernel functions can be illustrated in Figure 4.3. It
can be seen in the figure that all the kernel functions have the range values from zero to one
and they obtain the highest value when i equals to j. In the kernel functions, the value σ can
be viewed as a tuning parameter, which controls the spread of kernel curves, and we can use
it to restrict the propagation scope of each label within a web list. The optimal value of σ
may vary according to different labels. If a label has wider semantic scope in an input list,














FIGURE 4.3: Proximity-based kernel functions (σ = 12.0)
the value of σ should be larger. Therefore, based on proximity-based density function, PPM
for labels allows us to explore the semantic scope of positions of labels in an input list L.
Moreover, we can prove that the positional model proposed in the study of [30] is actually
a special case of our proposed PPM for labels when we set the value of σ to zero. In fact,
when the value of σ equals to zero, the expression |i− j| ≤ σ only returns true when i = j.
In this case, the proximity-based density function k(i, j) can be represented as in equation
4.8.
k(i, j) =
1 if i = j0 otherwise (4.8)
From that equation, it can be inferred from the equation 4.1 that the proximity-based propa-
gation function c′(t, i) is always equals to c(t, i) for all values of i. In other words, the value
of the proximity-based propagation function c′(t, i) is equal to the number of times the label
t occurs at position i in different sequences of the input list L. Therefore, we can conclude
that the fixed-positional model in the study of Cortez et al in [30] is a special case of our
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proximity-based positional model when we adjust the threshold value σ to zero.
Moreover, we note that the local proximity of labels in a list can be tuned by the parameter
σ in our model. If the value of σ is set to a small value in our PPM for labels, we would
emphasise on local proximity of labels in a list. Thus, our proposed model can capture
the proximity information of labels or their distribution in a list in a statistical modelling
framework. Once we obtain a PPM for each position of labels, we use the PPM as a regular
model for matching with a label of a text segment at a position in an input list. In section
4.3, we will explain how to employ our proposed model in our self-supervised learning
framework to extract information from textual lists.
4.3 Exploiting proximity-based positional model in IETS
The problem of entity extraction by text segmentation has formally defined in section 3.2 of
this thesis. In this section, we present the usage of our proposed proximity-based positional
model for labels to improve the quality of extracting information of entities from textual web
lists.
As presented in section 3.3.1, our extraction methodothology can be described in a se-
quence of operations which can be grouped into three main phases: splitting phase, matching
phase, and refinement phase. In the splitting phase, each string in the input list is split into
multiple text segments. In matching phase, we exploit a knowledge base to assign labels
for text segments in the input list. In this phase, we exploit a format-based similarity mea-
sure to evaluate how likely a text segment should have a label t in knowledge base. After
matching phase, some text segments in the input list are unmatched with the knowledge base
and therefore they do not have labels. Meanwhile, some other ones may have mismatched
labels. These unmatched and mismatched labels will be revised by refinement phase. Due
to this phase, they are detected and fixed if they are likely to be incorrect. In our work, our
proximity-based positional model for labels proposed in section 4.2 is used to combined with
sequential model to revise the results of matching phase.
As described in section 3.3.2, the algorithm of splitting text for each sequence in an
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input list is described in Algorithm 1. In our work, we recognise eight primitive datatypes
including numbers, date-times, page numbers, volumes and issues, URLs, email addresses,
and phone numbers, then define regular expressions which are leant from marks of field
values in knowledge base and use them to segment texts in an input list. Due to this process,
we can obtain high performance on those simple datatypes and helps achieve effectiveness
when we revise the labels of other field values in the input list in refinement phase. In the
algorithm of splitting a line into text segments, we initially extract tokens from a string l
based on the occurrence of white spaces. For each token t′ in a string l, we find a sequence
of consecutive tokens starting from t′ which satisfies any pre-defined regular expression to
group them into a text segment. Moreover, if any two consecutive tokens co-occur in the
same instance value according to a knowledge base, they will be in the same text segment.
We notice that tokens which do not occur in the knowledge base are always in a single
segment.
Given a text segment s, the purpose of label-matching phase is to exploit a knowledge
base to assign to s a label t based on the features of the string s. As described in section
3.3.3, we consider the process of of matching a string s and a label t as the process of
checking whether the element s is a member of a set with the label t or not. In our work both
intensional and extensional definitions are incorporated to label text segments from input
lists.
Next, the main purpose of refinement phase is to revise the results of the labelling phase
to give labels for unmatched segments and rectify mismatched ones. Similar to the study of
Cortez et al ([30]), we also exploited the transitions of labels in an input text to revise the
labels. This strategy is based on an assumption that the number of correct labels are more
than incorrect ones in an input list. Moreover, it assumes that incorrect labels do not occurs
within the same record. Therefore, statistical analysis on labels enables us to detect incorrect
ones and fix them. A graphical model is built to represent the likelihood of transitions labels
in the input text. For example, if there are several transitions from the label “author” to the
label “year”, the probability to revise an unknown label before the label “year” should be
higher than probability to have other labels.
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As represented in section 3.3.4, a sequential model (SM) for labels in an input list is
defined as the following:
• A set of states T = {begin, t1, t2, ..., tN , end} where each state ti describes an entity
type labeled to a substring.
• A matrix A where the element aij is the probability of making a transition from state i
to state j. Each element aij in the matrix A is defined as the equation 4.9.
aij =
Number of transitions from state ti to state tj
Total number of transitions out of state ti
(4.9)
A sequential model is used to revise labels in the results of matching step and helps
to improve the recall of extraction results. However, the usage of sequential model may
decrease the precision of the system. Therefore, we incorporate our proposed proximity-
based positional model with the sequential model to determine the labels of text segments.
The proximity-based positional model for labels in an input list can be defined as a matrix P
where the entry pjk denotes the probability of the label tj appearing at the k-th position in a
sequence of the list. Formally, the value of pjk is defined as in the equation 4.10.
pjk = p(tj|L, k) (4.10)
To compute the probability to have a label t for a text segment, we combine matching
score, sequential model score and proximity-based positional model score by using Bayesian
disjunctive operator as in equation 4.11.
sim(s, t) = 1− (1− fr(s, t))× (1− fc(s, t))× (1− fs(s, t))× (1− fp(s, t)) (4.11)
where fr(s, t) and fc(s, t) are accordingly the similarity scores between a text segment s and
a label t based on its intensional and extensional definition as in equation 3.7 and 3.8, the
value of fs(s, t) and fp(s, t) are sequential and positional score which are defined in equation
4.12 and 4.10, respectively.
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fs(s, t) = aij (4.12)
fp(s, t) = pjk (4.13)
In the equation 4.12, i is the index of the label t in a list of labels T , j is the index of the
label of the next segment of s. In the equation 4.13, j is the index of the label t in T and
k is the position of s in an input string. The value of aij and pjk are defined by sequential
model and proximity-based positional model as in the equations 4.9 and 4.10, respectively.
We note that both matrixes A and P in both models are built directly by a single pass on the
input list L.
4.4 Experiments and results
In this section, we present our experiments to evaluate our method on real datasets to show
that our proposed method can achieve better performance than the current state-of-the-art
method ([30]). We firstly describe the experimental setup and metrics for evaluations. Then
we report experimental results and compare with previous work.
4.4.1 Data settings
We run experiments on the public datasets in two domains: bibliographic and addresses
domain. In each domain, we build a knowledge base and testing data from different data
sources. Firstly, in bibliographic domain, we use datasets from experiments in previous stud-
ies. They are CORA collection ([85]) and PersonalBib dataset ([75] [119]). In the domain
Addresses, we downloaded two datasets BigBook and LARestaurants from RISE repository
([3]) and then manually label field values in each dataset. Detailed information about the
dataset in these domains is summarised in table 4.1.
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Domain Dataset Attributes Records
Bibliographic Data Cora 13 500
PersonalBib 7 395
Address Data Bigbook 5 4,000
LARestaurants 4 250
TABLE 4.1: Domains and datasets used in our experiments.
4.4.2 Metrics for evaluation
In the experiments, we verify the extraction results in each phase and evaluate how much
our proposed techniques can give better performance than techniques used in the existing
studies on IETS. In the evaluation, we utilise well-known precision, recall, and F1 measure
to compare. The definitions of the measures have been presented in the equation 3.10, 3.11,
and 3.12.
4.4.3 Experimental results and evaluation
In this section, we present the experimental results on both domains bibliographic and ad-
dresses and compare our results with the current state-of-the-art study proposed by Cortez et
al ([30]).
Bibliographic domain
Table 4.2 shows experimental results when we segment citation strings by matching phase
only (M), matching and sequential model (M+SM), matching and reenforcement by fixed-
positional model (M+PM), matching phase and reenforcement by fixed-positional and se-
quential model (M+SM+PM), and our proposed technique (M+SM+PPM). We notice that
we incorporate format-enhanced matching phase into matching step. Therefore, we can ob-
tain high performance on the quality of information extraction when we perform our method
on numeric data types such as page numbers, years, volumes and issues, when compared to
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what reported in the study of Cortez et al ([30]). We observe that the extraction process on
those data types can be achieved above 94% of F1-measure. Therefore, in the next experi-
ments, we consider how proximity-based positional model can improve the performance on
three main labels including “Author”, “Title”, and “BookTitle”.
As we analysed in section 4.2, the kernel function used to estimate the model can deter-
mine the performance of each strategy. Therefore, we test our five proposed proximity-based
kernel functions mentioned in 4.2.2 and conduct experiments to choose the best kernel func-
tion for our PPM for labels. To compare different kernel functions, we systematically vary
the values of σ from 0 to 40 in the increments of 0.5 and then observe the changes of the
average F1 measure on the extraction of three labels “Author”, “Title”, and “Booktitle”. The
results of these experiments are illustrated in Figure 4.4.
Among all the kernel functions, PPM with Gausian kernel gives the best performance
when compared to other ones. Moreover, the peak value from the model can be obtained
when the value of σ equals to three. The fact that Gausian kernel gives best performance
can be explained that the function has a special property: the propagated count drops slowly
when the distance value |i− j| is small, but drops quickly as the this distance value is large.
This property is reasonable since the dependent labels in an input text often occur around a
particular position in different sequences.
Moreover, in order to compare with the baseline and see how PPM can effectively capture
proximity of labels in input text, we run experiments by using PPM with Gausian kernel (σ =
3) and compare with the baseline. The 6th column (M+SM+PPM) in the table 4.2 illustrates
the results of our method as compared to the baseline (M+SM+PM) when we set value
of σ to three. In general, proximity-based positional model gives better final performance
of labelling text segments when compared to fixed-positional model in previous work on
bibliographic domain.
Addresses domain
Similar to bibliographic domain, we repeat the experiments in our method and compare with
pervious work on Addresses domain. The experiments show that we can obtain 98.11% of
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Field Matching(M) M+SM M+PM M+SM+PM M+SM+PPM
Author 0.7080 0.7548 0.6774 0.7845 0.7949
Title 0.7882 0.7650 0.6331 0.8217 0.8457
Booktitle 0.7971 0.8609 0.6375 0.7967 0.8068
Pages 0.9961 0.9961 0.9961 0.9961 0.9961
Year 0.9912 0.9912 0.9912 0.9912 0.9912
Volume 0.8483 0.9787 0.7880 0.9404 0.9818
Issue 0.9663 0.9663 0.9663 0.9663 0.9663
TABLE 4.2: Experimental results on Cora dataset.
F1-Measure by exploiting format-related features which are implemented in some simple
regular expressions to recognise phone numbers. We also vary the values of σ and see how
PPM model can improve performance of extraction as compared to the study of Cortez et
al ([30]). It is interesting that the best final performance of our method when we use PPM
model with different kernels is similar to performance we obtain by using a fixed positional
model. That best performance is obtained when we set σ to be zero. As we have proven in
the section 4.2.2, when fixed-positional model is actually a case of our model when we set
the value of σ to be zero. Therefore, the results in two model in that case are similar.
The results of the performance can be explained by following reasons. Firstly, different
from bibliographic domain, we notice that the dataset LARestaurants in Addresses domain
is quite regular. Each field value includes only few tokens and the lengths of sequences and
field values in the dataset are quite similar. All address strings in the dataset are written in a
single order of field values.
Moreover, after utilising a simple application to count the common tokens in different
field values within Bigbook dataset and LARestaurants dataset, we know that there is no
overlapping token between any two sets of field values in both the knowledge base and
testing data. Therefore, when we perform matching phase, all text segments are assigned to
a correct label or an empty label. In addition, the number of tokens in the values of each field




















FIGURE 4.4: Performance on Cora dataset with different propagation kernel functions
in testing data are similar. Therefore, the positions of text segments having the same labels
are quite similar in different sequences. Meanwhile, citation strings in bibliographic domain
can have different authors, different of length of paper title. Therefore, the positions of text
segments of a label can be different.
From those experiments, we can conclude that our proposed proximity-based positional
model for labels is helpful to capture the distribution of labels in different positions in a list.
It can be used in information extraction by text segmentation to deal with the cases in which
labels are not always in fixed positions in different sequences of a list.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a novel technique to incorporate positional information of
labels in an input list to improve the quality of entity extraction by text segmentation. Our
proposed proximity-based positional model for labels considers related positions of labels
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Field M M+SM M+PM M+SM+PM M+SM+PPM
Name 0.6182 0.8148 0.8903 0.9724 0.9724
Street 0.9073 0.8298 0.8591 0.9808 0.9808
City 0.7388 0.9845 0.8388 0.9857 0.9857
Phone 0.9811 0.9874 0.9817 0.9923 0.9923
TABLE 4.3: Experimental results on LARestaurants dataset.
appearing in different sequences of an input list. Therefore, it can capture the distributions
of labels in different sequences in an input list as an evidence to the occurrence of the labels
in a particular position. We have shown that our proximity-based positional models for labels
is more flexible and robust than fixed-positional model in previous study when it can relax
the rigid constraint on fixed positions in the previous study as a special case.
Moreover, we have studied five different proximity-based density functions to estimate
our proposed proximity-based positional model. Experimental results show that the Gaus-
sian density kernel helps to achieve the best performance and the results of our proposed
techniques yield higher quality of information extraction than the state-of-the-art method
when we combine it with the sequential model to revise the results of labelling phase in our
framework. Eventually, we have partially published the achieved results of this chapter in
our publication in [61].
The idea of employing approximately positional information of text segments stimulates
us to observe an input list in a vertical view. In that view, the text segments belonging to
the same concept or attribute in an input list could be aligned into groups or columns. In
the next chapter, we continue to extend our proposed framework to extract information of
entities from lists by exploiting the structural similarity between text segments in different
sequences of an input list. Similar text segments would be grouped together into clusters or
columns before their labels are revised by a graphical model. Due to this clustering process,
we could reduce the dependency on knowledge base on labelling phase when building a
graphical model in extraction phase. In chapter 5, we will present the ideas in detail.
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Chapter 5
Reducing Dependency on Knowledge
Base by Structural Similarity
5.1 Introduction
The self-supervised learning framework for information extraction about entities from tex-
tual lists proposed in chapter three is robust when it follows an unsupervised approach and
does not require manually training data as previous studies. In the framework, the majority
of labels which are correctly assigned in matching step can help to build an HMM-based
graphical model to assign unmatched labels and rectify incorrect or mismatched ones. In
other words, it still exploits an implicit assumption that high overlap between a knowledge
base and input lists is required to segment texts and label them before the labels in the match-
ing step are revised by the graphical model.
In this chapter, we present a novel technique to improve the framework when we keep
its good features but we reduce the dependency on overlapping terms between knowledge
bases and input lists when building its extraction model. We observe that the sequences of a
list may contain different number of field values but the field values in sequences are often
written in similar formats. An example to illustrate our intuition can be seen in Figure 5.1.
The street addresses of restaurants in the example list often starts with a number, then one
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Bartlett Pontiff Stewart, 1 Washington St, Glens Falls, NY, 518 792-2117
Bond Schoeneck & King Llp, 111 Washngtn Av, Albany, NY, 518 462 7421
Carl G Dworkin, 44 Bentwood Ct, Albany, NY, (518) 452-5442
Carter Conboy Case Blackmore, 20 Corporate Woods Blvd, Albany, NY, 5184653484
Alan E Goldstein, 1 Calvary Dr, New City, NY, 914 6391771
A A – Lert Locksmith Inc, 1907 Coney Island Ave, Brooklyn, NY, 718 627 1577
Bake’s Motorcycle Parts, 1 Bellinger St, Little Falls, NY, 315 823 926
FIGURE 5.1: An example of lists in Address domain
or two tokens and ends with a short abbreviation. Similarly, the values of the field “Phone
number” in the list only contain numbers. Some phone numbers or names may contain
punctuation marks such as parentheses or a dash in the value. However, those punctuation
marks do not often occur in the field values in different sequences.
To reduce the dependency on a knowledge base whilst we label lists, our intuitive idea
is to exploit structural similarity between field values in different sequences within an input
list to align them into groups or columns before we assign labels to them and revise their
labels by using a graphical model. Each group or column contains text segments belonging
to the same concepts and then the groups are labelled by using a knowledge base. In order
to realise that idea, some challenges need to be addressed and solved as below.
Firstly, whilst the current framework mainly exploits overlapping terms between a knowl-
edge base and input list to perform its segmentation step, our goal is to try to reduce the
dependency on a knowledge base. Therefore, we need a technique to improve the segmen-
tation step to generate candidate text segments without using much overlapping terms on
knowledge base. We observe that although punctuation marks may occur in field values in a
list but some certain punctuation marks are often used as delimiters to separate field values
in similar sequences of a list. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish which punctuation
marks are delimiters to separate field values in sequences of an input list. It can be seen in
Figure 5.1 that the punctuation mark “&” is not a delimiter and it is a part of the names of
restaurants. Moreover, a delimiter that is used to separate a value pair in a position may not
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be a delimiter to separate another value pairs in other positions in a list. For example, the
punctuation mark “&” is a delimiter to separate author names in a reference but it can be a
part of a conference name in a reference string in bibliographical domain. To tackle those
challenges in our work, we firstly exploit the style similarity of sequences in a list to improve
the segmentation step. We consider the distribution of punctuation marks in the sequences
of an input list and we devise a proximity-based positional model for delimiters to detect
how likely a punctuation mark should be a delimiter to separate field values in a particular
position in the sequences of a list. This model is actually similar to the PPM for labels which
has been presented in chapter four. However, we adapt the idea for delimiters in a list instead
of labels assigned by a knowledge base. As we presented in our study in [62], the main role
of the model is to detect delimiters in a list and use them to perform segmentations.
Secondly, the contents of text segments belonging to the same concept may not be iden-
tical although they are written in similar formats. Therefore, current string matching tech-
niques cannot be applied to cluster candidate text segments into groups or columns. It is es-
sential to define a novel similarity model for field values to match the candidate text segments
belonging the same concepts or attribute in different sequences into groups or columns. In
order to measure the similarity between two text segments in input list, we propose a novel
structural similarity measure to evaluate how likely two segments should be aligned into the
same group in this chapter. Different from traditional similarity measures which focus on the
contents of input strings, our proposed structural similarity measure is defined by exploiting
robust features on structures of two text segments within a list ([60] and [62]).
Finally, different sequences of an input list may contain different number of field values.
This means that similar text segments may locate in different positions in sequences of a list.
In order to group text segments in the list into groups, we need to design an algorithm which
allows to group those similar text segments in approximate positions of sequences into group
or columns. We devise a data shifting-alignment technique to cluster similar text segments
into groups by using the proposed structural similarity measure. Our proposed technique
exploits positional information of text segments to combine with structural similarity to dis-
cover the repeated patterns among portions of strings within a list to group text segments in
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an alignment process. The labels of text segments in the groups are then exploited to build a
graphical model and revise the results for information extraction.
The remaining sections of this chapter are organised as follows. Firstly, a proximity-
based positional model for delimiters is described in section 5.2. After this model, we re-
spectively present our proposed structural based similarity measures between field values in
section 5.3 as well as data shifting-alignment technique in section 5.4. Then, we describe
how to incorporate those techniques to extract information of entities in our framework in
section 5.5 before experimental results are analysed in section 5.6. Eventually, section 5.7
presents the concluding remarks of this chapter.
5.2 Proximity-based positional model for delimiters
To improve the quality of text segmentation step, we exploit a proximity-based positional
model for delimiters in a list. The purpose of this model is to compute how likely a delimiter
occurs at a particular position in an input list. Intuitively, if a punctuation mark frequently
occurs at a position in a list, it is high possibility that the punctuation mark is a delimiter to
separate field values. Similarly, if a text block v is bound by two punctuation marks di and
dj and both di and dj accordingly occur frequently at the position i and j in the input list L,
it is highly possibility that the delimiters di and dj can be used to separate the text block v.
Since the number of field values in each sequence in a list could be different and they may
have different tokens or length in an input list L, the delimiters to separate the field values
may not be put in fixed positions in different sequences of L. An example to illustrate the
issue can be seen in the list in Figure 5.1, the punctuation mark “,” (comma), which is used
to separate restaurant names and street addresses in the list, is not always located in a fixed
position in different sequences. Specifically, it is located after the third token in the first
sequence and after the fifth token in the second sequence, and the forth token in the forth
sequence. However, because of the format similarity of sequences in a list, they are often
written approximately around a particular position in different sequences of an input list.
To model the probability to have a particular delimiter di at a position i, we propose a
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proximity-based positional model (PPM) for delimiters to measure how likely a delimiter
occurs at a position in an input list. Then we use the measure as a score to determine if
a punctuation mark is a delimiter to separate field values. The PPM for a delimiter at a
position would be estimated based on the propagated counts from the delimiters at all other
positions in an input list. The probability of each delimiter at each position of the input text
is determined by the evidence of its occurrence to all other positions in the input text and the
positions close to the delimiter will get more share of the evidence than those far away. By
this way, each position will receive propagated counts of delimiters from all positions in the
input text. We formally define a proximity-based positional model for delimiters in an input
list L as follows.
Given an input listL including n sequencesL = (l1, l2, ...ln). We denoteDL = (d1, ..., di, ..., dN)
as a list of all possible delimiters in the list L, whereN is obviously the number of delimiters
in L.
c(d, i): the number of times a delimiter d occurs at position i in different sequences of
the list L.
k(i, j): a discounting factor to position i from a delimiter at position j. This factor can
be any non-increasing function of |i− j| and called a proximity-based density function. This
means that k(i, j) favours positions close to i. Several proximity-based density functions
can be chosen to define k(i, j) and each density function will lead to a specific PPM. We can
follow previous studies about computing the distance of words in a document in information
retrieval to define a density function for delimiters. An exploration on choosing the best
density function for delimiters will be a future study. In our study, we employ a Gaussian
kernel function ([86]) to define the density function as in equation 5.1.




An example of the curve of the kernel function with σ = 5 is illustrated in Figure 5.2. It
can be seen in the figure that the kernel function has a range of values from zero to one and
they obtain the highest value when i equals to j.
c′(d, i): the total propagated count of the delimiter d at position i from the occurrences of
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FIGURE 5.2: Gaussian kernel function (σ = 5)





c(d, j)k(i, j) (5.2)
We notice that even if c(d, i) is zero, c′(d, i) may be greater than zero. In other words,
c′(d, i) not only considers the positions of a delimiter d at a fixed position i, but also takes into
account the neighbour positions of the delimiter d via a proximity-based density function.
In the density function k(i, j), σ is a tuning parameter, which controls the spread of
kernel curve to restrict the propagation scope of each delimiter in different sequences of a
list. The optimal value of σ may vary according to different delimiters. If a delimiter has
wider semantic scope around a position in a list, the value of σ should be larger. Due to the
property of a proximity-based density function, a PPM for delimiters allows us to explore
the scope of positions of delimiters in a list.
From the propagation function c′(d, i), we have a frequency vector<c′(d1, i), ..., c′(dN , i)>
for delimiters at a position i. Accordingly, positional information of each delimiter can be
translated to frequential information of delimiters in this vector. Based on this formulation,
we estimate a proximity-based positional model of a delimiter d at a position i in a list L as
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in the equation 5.3.





where DL is a set of all possible delimiters in L and c′(d, i) is defined in the equation 5.2.
According to the property of proximity-based propagation function, the value of p(d|L, i)
is mainly influenced by delimiters around the position i in the list L. In other words, our
model can capture positional information of delimiters in the sequences of a list and incor-
porate it into a statistical model. Moreover, if the value of σ is set to a small value, we would
emphasise on local proximity of delimiters. The balance of local proximity evidence of de-
limiters in a list can be tuned by the parameter σ. Thus, our proposed model can capture
proximity information of delimiters in a statistical modelling framework. Once we obtain
a proximity-based positional model for each position of delimiters, we use the model for
matching with a delimiter occurring at a position in a list.
5.3 Similarity model for text segments
One of the basic operations in our extraction technique is the ability to put text segments
of the same concept into a group or column. As mentioned in section 5.1, it is necessary
to define how similar two segments are similar based on their features. In this section, we
present our proposed structural similarity to combine with content similarity to measure how
likely two text segments are similar.
5.3.1 Structural similarity
This similarity describes the way field values or text segments display in a textual list. We
firstly consider the features which provide general information of the strings which form
two text segments v1 and v2. Those features include: (1) number of letters, (2) percentage
of lower case letters, (3) percentage of upper case letters, and (4) percentage of digits in a
value. For each feature fi, we compute a numeric value for the feature and the similarity of
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v1 and v2 on a feature is defined as in equation 5.4.




where ai and bi are numeric values for a particular feature of values v1 and v2.
Beside the general characteristics of strings as above, we also consider the similarity on
the organisation of tokens in a string. We observe that two field values or text segments
belonging to the same group in an input list often share similar format or representation
style. For an instance, person names (e.g “D T Huynh”) often start with some abbreviations,
which include capital letters, followed by a word which represents a family name. Based
on the observation, we devise a format-related similarity of two values v1 and v2. We firstly
define a set of masks to represent the tokens in the textual string of each value. We tokenise
the strings v1 and v2 and encode them by using symbol masks. For example, the value “D
T Huynh” is encoded as “[A-Z] [A-Z] [A-Z][a-z]+”, where the mask [A-Z] represents an
uppercase letter, the mask [a-z]+ represents a consecutive string of one or many lowercase
letter. The similarity between two values v1 and v2 is computed based on those sequences
of masks. This idea is actually adapted from the study of Borkar et al ([16]) which employs
symbol masks to capture the format of values in an inner HMM. However, their work utilised
a training dataset to build an HMM-based statistical model to capture the format of strings.
Meanwhile, our study utilises the concept symbol masks to define our structural similarity
measure.
Given two values v1 and v2, we encode v1 and v2 by using the symbol masks as above to
obtain two sequences of masks for v1 and v2. The distance measure between two masks of v1
and v2 is defined as the minimum number of insertions, deletions or substitutions to transfer
from this mask to the other one. Then, we apply dynamic programming ([69]) to find the
minimum number of operations. Formally, the format-related similarity between two values
v1 and v2 is illustrated as the equation 5.5.
simF (v1, v2) = 1− dist(mv1 ,mv2)|mv1|+ |mv2 |
(5.5)
where mvi is the sequence of masks encoded for the value vi, |mvi | is the number of masks
in the sequence, and dist is an edit distance function between two sequences of masks.
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αi × simfi(v1, v2)) (5.6)
where n is the number of features of v1 and v2 and fi is a particular feature.
5.3.2 Content similarity
Beside structural similarity, we also consider the similarity of the contents of two text seg-
ments. If two text segments or field values share some certain keywords, it will be high pos-
sibility that they belong to the same concept and therefore they should be align in the same
group. For example, the segments “IEEE Transaction on Knowledge and Data Engineering”
and “IEEE Transaction on Multimedia” share some common keywords such as “IEEE” and
“Transaction” and both of them are the names of the same concept “journals”. Therefore, the
content-related similarity measure simC can be defined by using a string similarity function
between two text segments. A large number of approximately string matching techniques
have been proposed in the literature. Popular measures include edit distance functions ([40]),
Jaccard coefficient, Cosine similarity measure in information retrieval ([92]), and their ex-
tensions to utilise q-grams instead of words ([48]). In our work, we adapt the idea of using
q-grams in [48] to define the content-related similarity measure. As formulated in equation
5.7, it is the Jaccard similarity between two sets of q-grams of the text values v1 and v2.
simC(v1, v2) =
|qg(v1) ∩ qg(v2)|
|qg(v1) ∪ qg(v2)| (5.7)
where qg(vi) is the set of q-grams associated with the text segment vi.
5.3.3 Knowledge base support
Intuitively, if two field values v1 and v2 co-occur in an attribute of a table or a knowledge
base, they should belong to the same group. Since the labels of text segments are assigned
in the matching step, two segments in different sequences of an input list with the same
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FIGURE 5.3: A demonstration of data shifting-alignment technique
label should be grouped into the same cluster. We set the similarity simK(v1, v2) between
two values v1 and v2 to one if they co-occur in an attribute of a knowledge base or zero
otherwise.
Given two field values v1 and v2, the similarity score between v1 and v2 is defined by
the weighted sum of the similarity scores of all features between them. We combine them
together to define a score function as in the equation 5.8.
sim(v1, v2) = w1 ∗ simC(v1, v2) + w2 ∗ simS(v1, v2) + w3 ∗ simK(v1, v2) (5.8)
where simi’s are the similarity between v1 and v2 on their different features; the weights wi’s
are real numbers in [0, 1] and their total is one.
5.4 Data shifting-alignment technique
The purpose of data alignment phase is to align similar text segments in different sequences
into groups by using their similarity scores. It can be seen that text segments in the same
position in different sequences of a list often belong to the same concept and can be clustered
in a group. However, this assumption is not always correct because some field values in a
sequence can be missed or the numbers of field values are different in sequences. Therefore,
we cannot simply use only positional information of text segments to cluster text segments
in an input list into groups.
An example of the problem can be illustrated in Figure 5.3. In the example, each letter
‘A’, ‘T’, and ‘C’ accordingly stands for an author name, a paper title and a conference name
in bibliography domain. Because there are differences between the number of field values
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Algorithm 2: Data alignment
Input: A two-dimensional list of segments in input list L
Output: A set of groups R
1 j = 0
2 while true do
3 G[j] = [ ]
4 for i in range(0, |L|) do
5 G[j].append(L[i][j])
6 end
7 if G[j] is empty then
8 break loop
9 end
10 V = CLUSTERING(G[j])
11 c = 0
12 if |V | > 1 then
13 c = CHOOSE-GROUP(V, j, R)
14 for k in range(0, |V |) do
15 if k != c then
16 for L[i][j] in V[k] do






23 j = j + 1 // move to next position
24 end
25 return R
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(e.g author names) in different lines of the input list, the text segments in the position two
of the sequences are clustered into two groups ‘A’ and ‘T’. Therefore, we need to have a
method to move the group ‘T’ to the next position so that the text segments in the group can
be aligned with the text segments in the next positions.
We propose a shifting-alignment technique to overcome this problem in the data align-
ment phase. We firstly exploit positional information of text segments and their similarity
scores to cluster them into groups. If there is only one group returned from the procedure,
this means that all text segments will belong to the same group. In contrast, if a list of groups
is returned, we keep one group in the list to obtain a group and perform a shifting step to
move the remaining groups to the next position and the alignment process will be repeated
for next positions to align the text segments in those groups.
Algorithm 2 illustrates steps in our alignment phase. For each column index j, we con-
sider all segments at the index j in all strings of the input list L (lines 3-8). Then we partition
them into groups by using our proposed structural similarity (line 12). If there is only one
group returned by the clustering algorithm (line 25), we put it into the results (line 22). Oth-
erwise, we will choose a group v[c] in the list V according to the similarity between each
group and preceding and succeeding groups (line 14) and then we shift remaining segments
in other clusters to next positions. The shifting step is performed by inserting a NIL value
into a position in a list (line 17). Finally, we move to the next column index (line 26) and the
process is repeated until all segments are aligned into groups (lines 9-11).
In order to cluster similar text segments in a list into groups, we adapt the idea of an ag-
glomerative clustering algorithm ([63]) to cluster text segments into groups by their structural
similarity scores. The clustering step (line 10) in the algorithm 2 is illustrated in Algorithm
3. In the algorithm, we adapt the idea of agglomerative clustering algorithm to cluster text
segments into groups. Initially, each group of G contains a segment in V (lines 2-4). Then
we merge any two groups which return the highest similarity and the similarity is greater
than a threshold θs (lines 7-21). This process is repeated until we cannot find any two groups
whose similarity above the threshold (line 22). After we cluster the text segments, we obtain
a set of groups V and each group contains a list of elements of the same concepts.
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Algorithm 3: Clustering algorithm for text segments
Input: A list of segments V , a threshold θs
Output: A set of groups G
1 G = [ ]
2 for v in V do
3 G.append([v])
4 end
5 while |G| > 1 do
6 best = 0
7 for i in range(0, |G| − 1) do
8 for j in range(i+ 1, |G|) do
9 sim = similarity(G[i], G[j])
10 if sim > best then
11 best = sim
12 a = G[i]




17 if best > θs then
18 remove a, b from G
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Algorithm 4: Choosing a group for data alignment
Input: A list of groups V at the position j; R: preceding groups of V in a list
Output: Index of a chosen group in V
1 S = [ ]
2 for i in range(0, |L|) do




7 score = 0
8 for k in range(0, |V |) do
9 simS = similarity(V [k], S)
10 simP = similarity(V [k], R[j − 1])
11 if simP − simS > score then
12 score = simP − simS




In order to choose a group in a list of groups in the alignment results, we employ some
heuristics on the groups in a list. Firstly, given a group Vc in a list of groups, if there is one
or many other groups in the next positions which are similar to the group Vc, the group Vc
should be moved to the next position so that it can be aligned with the other groups. For
example, let’s consider the group ‘T’ at the position two in Figure 5.3. Because there is a
group ‘T’ at position three which is similar to the current group ‘T’ at position two, the group
‘T’ at position two should be moved to the next position so that it can be aligned with the
group ‘T’ in the next position in the next processing step. Secondly, if a group Vc is similar
to a group in the previous position in input list, the group Vc should be kept in the position
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Algorithm 5: Text-blocking phase
Input: An input list of sequences L
Output: A list of text segments in the sequences of L
1 for each sequence L[i] ∈ L do
2 split L[i] into segments by punctuations
3 end
4 build proximity-based positional model P for delimiters in list L
5 for each sequence L[i] in L do
6 for each punctuation dij ∈ L[i] do
7 if P (dij|L, j) < θp then




to be aligned into a group and other groups in the list should be moved to new positions. For
example, the group ‘A’ at position two in Figure 5.3 is similar to the group ‘A’ in the previous
position. Therefore, we should keep the group ‘A’ in alignment results and move the group
‘T’ to the next position so that it can be aligned with other text segments.
Based on the observations on a group in a list, we define a score for a group Vc which
is the least similar to the following groups and most similar to the preceding groups in a list
V . It is computed by the subtraction of the similarity between the group Vc and preceding
groups and the similarity between Vc and the succeeding groups. The group Vc with the
highest score in the list of groups V will be chosen to form a group and then the remaining
groups in the list V will be shifted to the next positions in alignment process. Formally, the
choice of group Vc from a list of group V can be described in the equation 5.9.
Vc = argmaxv∈V (simP (v)− simS(v)) (5.9)
where simP (v) and simS(v) are respectively the similarity between a group v and preceding
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and succeeding groups.
The procedure to choose a group from a list is described in the algorithm 4. Firstly, we
select all text segments which follow the position j in the input list L and put them into a
list S (lines 1-6). Then, we compute the similarity between each cluster in the list V and the
succeeding groups S (line 9) as well as the preceding aligned group (line 11). Since a chosen
group should be the most similar to the previous groups and least similar to the succeeding
groups, we compute the difference between those two similarity values (line 16) and keep
the index of a group in V which yields the largest difference (lines 15-18).
Since the algorithm of the data alignment technique (Algorithm 2) composes of the clus-
tering algorithm for text segments (Algorithm 3) and the algorithm of choosing a group for
data alignment (Algorithm 4), we firstly analyse the complexity of Algorithm 3 and 4 before
we formulate the complexity of Algorithm 2.
In the Algorithm 3, the loopwhile (lines 5-23) is performed until we have only one group
or we cannot merge groups by using threshold anymore. At each step k in the loop while,
we have to compute all similarity measures between any two groups in |V | − k clusters to
find the highest similarity measure. This involves O((|V | − k)2) time to choose two groups
(lines 7 -16). So, the total complexity across all steps is a sum of k from 0 to |V | − 1 of
O((|V |−k)2). Therefore, the complexity of Algorithm 3 in the worst case isO(|V |3), where
|V | is the number of text segments in the input of the algorithm.
Actually, the Algorithm 3 can be improved by using a dynamic programming technique.
Initially, we compute the similarities of any two groups in |V | clusters and store in memory.
Then we compute the highest similarities of all pairs and store them. All operations takes
O(|V |2) time. For subsequent step k, we just have to look-up the highest similarity measure
of a pair of clusters in constant time and update the highest similarity from the new merged
cluster to other clusters. This takes O(|V | − k) time. Therefore, the time complexity for all
subsequent steps is O(|V |2). Hence, total time complexity is O(|V |2) . We let the imple-
mentation of this idea as well as the experiments on the efficiency of the algorithm be our
future study.
In the Algorithm 4, we have to compute the similarity between the text segments of each
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group V [k] with other text segments of other groups at each step k. Therefore, the complexity
of the algorithm in the worst case is O(|V |2), where |V | is the number of text segments in
the input of the algorithm.
In the Algorithm 2 of data alignment technique, the input of both algorithms 3 and 4 is
a set of text segments in at the position j of an input list L. We denote that the input list
L is formulated as a two-dimensional list L(M × N), where M and N are respectively the
number of strings and the maximum number of text segments in all strings of the input list
L. We need to consider all positions of text segments in the Algorithm 2. At each position
j, we perform Algorithm 3 and 4 to cluster text segments and choose a group to keep at the
position. Therefore, we spend O(M3) time for the clustering step by using the Algorithm 3
and O(M2) time for choosing a group by using the Algorithm 4. In other words, we spend
O(M3) time for both algorithms. Since we need to consider N positions of all text segments
in the input list L, the complexity of Algorithm 2 isO(M3∗N). As we have described above,
the Algorithm 3 can be optimised to O(M2) by using a dynamic programming technique. In
that case, the complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(M2 ∗N).
5.5 Information extraction steps
5.5.1 Text-blocking and matching
The algorithm 5 describes the steps of text-blocking phase by using our proposed PPM.
Firstly we use punctuation to split each string in an input list L into segments (lines 1 - 3). In
this step, we also merge any two segments which co-occur in the same field in a knowledge
base. Then we utilise information of punctuation marks in the input list to build a PPM for
them (line 4). This step is implemented by counting the occurrences of punctuations marks
in different positions in the input list and computing the probabilities p(d|L, i) which are
defined in the equation 5.3. Finally, the PPM is employed to detect whether a punctuation
is a delimiter to separate field values or not (lines 7-9). If the probability to have a delimiter
at a position generated by the PPM is less than a threshold θp, we merge two neighbour text
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segments into one segment (line 8). After this step, all sequences in the input list L are split
into text segments. The algorithm 5 requires to traverse all sequences in the input list L and
use punctuations to split each sequence into text segments. Therefore, the complexity of the
algorithm 5 is O(M × N) time where M is the number of sequences in L and N is the
number of delimiters in the list L.
In the matching step, we reuse the matching score defined in the study of Cortez et al
([30]) to compute the matching scores between a field value and an attribute Aj via a fitness
function as in equation 5.10. The fitness scores are computed for all tokens w in the query











where freq(w,Aj) is the number of values of the label Aj containing the token w, freq(w)
is the total number of instance values in the knowledge base containing the token w, and
freqmax(Aj) is the highest frequency of any token in the instance values of the label Aj .
5.5.2 Data alignment
After text-blocking phase, each sequence in an input list is split into a set of text segments. In
data alignment phase, the text segments in different sequences of an input list are aligned into
groups according to their similarity scores. We exploit the data shifting-alignment technique
which has been presented in section 5.4 to cluster the text segments into groups. Finally, the
text segments in the same groups are assigned the same labels and they are used to build a
graphical model to revise the results in a final refinement phase.
5.5.3 Refinement
The main purpose of refinement phase is to revise the results of the labelling phase to give
labels for unmatched segments and rectify mismatched ones. Cortez et al ([30]) exploited
the transitions of labels in an input text to revise the labels. This strategy is based on an
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assumption that the number of correct labels are more than incorrect ones in an input list.
Moreover, it assumes that incorrect labels do not occur frequently within the same record.
Therefore, statistical analysis on labels enables us to detect incorrect ones and fix them. A
graphical model is built to represent the likelihood of transitions of labels in an input text.
For example, if there are several transitions from the label “author” to the label “year”,
the probability to revise an unknown label before the label “year” should be higher than
probability to have other labels.
In our work, we employ a positional and sequential model (PSM) which was proposed
in the study of Cortez et al ([30]) to revise the labels in refinement phase. A PSM is defined
by the following three components:
• A set of states T = {begin, t1, t2, ..., tN , end} where each state ti represents a label of
a text segment.
• A matrix A where each element aij is the probability of making a transition from state
i to state j. Each element aij in the matrix A is defined as the equation 5.12.
• A matrix P where the entry pik denotes the probability of the label ti appearing in the
position k-th in an input list. Formally, pik is defined as in the equation 5.13.
aij =
Number of transitions from state ti to state tj
Total number of transitions out of state ti
(5.12)
pik =
Number of observations of ti in k
Total number of segments in k
(5.13)
Since the sequences of an input list may contain different number of text segments and la-
bels, the usage of sequential model (SM) helps to improve the recall of extraction results but
it could decrease the precision of the system. Therefore, positional model (PM) is combined
into the PSM model to revise labels in the results of matching step. To compute the proba-
bility to have a label t for a text segment, matching score, sequential and positional model
score are combined by using Bayesian disjunctive operator, also known as Nosiy-OR-Gate
([84]), as in equation 5.14.
sim(s, t) = 1− (1−M(s, t))× (1− aij)× (1− pik) (5.14)
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where M(s, t) is a matching score between a segment s and a label t, which is defined as in
the equation 5.10; i is the index of the label t in a list of labels T , j is the index of the label
of the next segment of s; and k is the position of s in an input sequence. The value of aij
and pjk are accordingly defined by sequential model as in the equation 5.12 and positional
model in the equation 5.13. Both matrices A and P are built directly by a single pass on an
input list.
5.6 Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate in step-by-step our experiments to evaluate how our proposed
method performs well on real datasets in different domains. Then we conduct experiments to
show how our proposed method achieves as compared to the current state-of-the-art method.
We firstly describe the experimental setup and metrics for evaluations. Then we report em-
pirical results in details in this section.
5.6.1 Experimental setup
In the experiments, our priority is to choose the public datasets which were used in previous
work or available on the Internet. In the domain Addresses, we utilise BigBook dataset
from RISE repository ([3]) and then manually label field values in the datasets. This dataset
contains 4,000 records of addresses and was employed in the experiments of previous studies
([119], [30]). We use 2,000 records to build a knowledge base and other 2,000 records for
testing data. Next, we employ journal references in PersonalBib and Cora dataset used
in previous studies of Cortez et al ([30]) and Peng et al ([85]) as data source and testing
dataset in bibliographic data domain. Detailed information about the number of records and
attributes in each dataset is described in table 5.1. In our experiments, we set the σ = 3 and
the threshold θp = 0.4 for the positional model for delimiters. Moreover, we assign equal
weights to the different features in similarity measures and set q = 5 and the threshold θs =
0.3 for the alignment algorithm.
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Domain Data source Attributes Records Testing dataset Attributes Inputs
Addresses BigBook 5 2,000 BigBook 5 2,000
Bibliography PersonalBib 7 395 Cora 7 150
TABLE 5.1: Domains, data sources, and datasets used in the experiments.
In text-blocking phase, we compute the accuracy of segmentation algorithm to generate
correct field values in an input list. It is computed by the percentage of text segments which
are correctly split by the algorithm as compared to actual field values within the input list.




where Xi is the set of correct field values of a concept obtained from our algorithm and Yi is
a set of actual field values of a concept in an input list.
Moreover, we utilise the well-known precision, recall and F-measure in information ex-
traction to evaluate our experiments. The definitions of the measures have been presented in
the equation 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12.
5.6.2 Impact of proximity positional model for delimiters
Figure 5.4a and 5.4b accordingly demonstrate the accuracy of the segmentation phase when
we perform our text blocking algorithm (PPM) and the algorithm using only punctuation
marks (P). We change the size of testing list on Cora and BigBook dataset and compare
the results obtained when we use both algorithms. In general, PPM-based text blocking
technique can help to increase approximate two percent of the accuracy of text segmentation
phase as compared to the technique using punctuation marks only. In the case of Cora
dataset, the accuracy of PPM-based technique slightly increases from 75.3% to 84.0% when
we increase the number of input strings from 10 to 150. The accuracies obtained from PPM-
based technique are higher than the results from punctuation-based approach, which are
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from 73.3% to 80.8% in the same size of input strings. Meanwhile, the accuracy of PPM-
based technique is quite stable on BigBook dataset. Its accuracy is approximate 97.5% on
different sizes of input data when compared to 95.0% which is the accuracy obtained by the
punctuation-based technique. We note that BigBook dataset is quite regular as compared to
Cora dataset. With small amount of input strings, PPM model can obtain enough statistical
information about punctuation for delimiters to perform segmentation step. Therefore, the
results on BigBook dataset are quite stable as compared to the results on Cora dataset.
In the next experiments, we illustrate the impact of the PPM-based segmentation step
on the different phases of information extraction process. As described in Figures 5.5 and
5.6, PPM helps to increase the performance of the segmentation step and the results help to
improve performance of matching, alignment, and refinement phase. It can be seen from the
figures 5.5a and 5.6a that the improvement of performance between P-matching technique
and PPM-matching technique is large when the overlap between knowledge base and input
list is small and this gap is smaller and smaller when we increase the number of overlapping
terms. This shows that when the number of overlapping terms between knowledge base and
input list is large, there is not much difference between PPM-matching and P-matching tech-
nique. However, PPM-matching technique can help to reduce necessary overlapping terms
to obtain a certain performance. This can be explained that when the number of correct
segments are high, we may need less overlapping terms to label text segments in an input
list. As a result, the performance of alignment and refinement phase can be improved based
on the matching results. Moreover, it can be observed that although refinement phase plays
important role when text segments are not segmented correctly, PPM still can help to im-
prove the performance of extraction when compared to the punctuation-based segmentation
technique.
5.6.3 Impact of previously known data
In this section, we analyse the impact of the overlapping terms between a knowledge base
and an input list to illustrate the advantages of our proposed method as compared to ONDUX,
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the state-of-the-art method for information extraction by text segmentation. The experiments
are performed on both Cora and BigBook dataset. In the experiments, we vary the number
of shared terms in a knowledge base which overlap with an input list and see the quality of
information extraction on the input list. We repeat the experiments five times and compute
the average F1-measure of all field values in each step.
Figure 5.5c and 5.6c accordingly represent experimental results when we vary the num-
ber of shared terms between knowledge base and an input list from 50 to 300 terms in Cora
dataset and from 50 to 1,000 terms in BibBook dataset. In general, performance of both
methods is higher and higher when we increase the number of shared terms. Especially when
the number of shared terms approximately approaches the maximum values, both methods
reach similar extraction quality. However, when the number of overlapping terms is not large
enough, the performance of ONDUX drops dramatically whilst our method still gives better
performance as compared to ONDUX. It can be observed in Figure 5.6c that the F-measure
values obtained by ONDUX are quite low when the number of common terms is less than
200. In other words, ONDUX is quite dependent on the overlapping between the knowledge
base and the input list. Meanwhile, our proposed method still keeps good performance with
more than 79% of F1-measure.
Those experimental results are expected because ONDUX only exploits the overlapping
terms to obtain the statistics about the structure of the testing list. Once overlapping terms
are not large enough, ONDUX cannot build a good statistical model to revise the results
which were generated by their matching step. Meanwhile, our proposed method can exploit
the structural information of text segments within a list to cluster them into groups. Then,
the group can be labelled with only some overlapping data with knowledge base. As a result,
the alignment step in our method can help to increase the number of assigned labels to obtain
statistical information about the structure of the input list to revise the results in refinement
phase. In practice, the requirements of high overlapping between a knowledge base and input
lists could not be easily obtained all the times, especially when we perform an extraction on
an arbitrary list. Therefore, we can conclude that our method is more robust than ONDUX
in terms of less dependency on the overlapping between knowledge base and input lists.
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5.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented our approach to reduce the dependency on knowledge
base for information extraction by text segmentation from textual lists. In our approach, a
proximity-based positional model for delimiters is proposed to improve the quality of seg-
mentation steps and the process of information extraction from list. Our model can capture
the proximity information of each position of delimiters in a list to obtain statistical informa-
tion about them and measure how likely a punctuation mark should be a delimiter to separate
field values in a list.
Moreover, structural similarity between text segments and sequences is exploited to
group similar text segments in different sequences into clusters before we revise their la-
bels by an HMM-based graphical model. We propose a structural similarity to measure how
likely two text segments are similar and combine it in a shifting-alignment technique, in
which positional information of text segments is combined with a shifting technique to clus-
ter data into groups. We have conducted an extensively experimental study with real datasets
in different domains on the web. The experimental results show that our extraction method
is robust and can extract information from lists with high performance and less dependent on
knowledge base than ONDUX ([30]), the current state-of-the-art study on similar problem
of information extraction by text segmentation. Eventually, the results of this chapter have




































FIGURE 5.4: Accuracy of segmentation phase when varying the size of input list on Big-
Book and Cora dataset











































































































FIGURE 5.6: Performance obtained when varying shared terms on BigBook dataset
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Chapter 6
Epilogue
This chapter presents the conclusions of this thesis. Section 6.1 reviews the research prob-
lems and summarises the findings and major contributions from this research project. Section
6.2 discusses and proposes some possible improvements and future studies from the current
research results.
6.1 Conclusions
In one sentence to summarise our work, this thesis investigates and devises novel techniques
to extract information about entities from textual lists on the web. The primary methodology
used in our approach is to employ an existing knowledge base to build a statistical extraction
model automatically and then exploit the structural similarity of sequences of input lists
to improve the performance of information extraction results. We have proposed a self-
supervising learning framework for extraction of information about entities from textual lists
which comprises of three phases: a text segmentation phase, a matching phase to assign
labels by employing a knowledge base, and a refinement phase to revise the unmatched and
mismatched labels by a statistical extraction model.
To improve the quality of the text segmentation and label matching phase, we identify
and propose a dyadic representation of membership relations between a text segment and an
attribute of data concept. By viewing the problem of labelling as a problem of membership
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checking in set theory, we can incorporate both extensional and intensional representation
of the relation when we perform the matching phase. The extensional relation between a
text segment and an attribute or a label is defined by the similarity between the content of
the text segment and all members of the attribute in a knowledge base. Alternatively, the
intentional relation between a field value and an attribute is described by specifying a set
of lexical-syntactic patterns to identify the field value. Based on those representations, we
have developed a format-enhanced labelling technique for the label matching phase in our
proposed framework. As presented in chapter 3, our experiments showed that the proposed
technique can help to improve the quality of the matching phase and overall extraction re-
sults.
Moreover, it can be observed that the labels of the identical attribute in different se-
quences of an input list are often located in similar positions. We exploit that positional
information to improve the quality of entity extraction by text segmentation. To capture the
positional information of labels in an input list, we devise a novel proximity-based positional
model for labels which considers the related positions of labels which appear in different se-
quences of input list. Our proposed model captures the distributions of labels in different
sequences in an input list as an evidence of the occurrence of the labels in a particular posi-
tion. As proven in chapter 4, our proximity-based positional models for labels can relax the
rigid constraint on fixed positions in the current state-of-the-art study as a special case. The
proposed model for labels provides a statistical information on the positions of labels and
it is combined with the transitions between labels in an input list to improve the quality of
information extraction from the list.
Eventually, instead of depending on the highly overlapping terms between knowledge
bases and input lists to label text segments, we exploit structural similarity between text seg-
ments in different sequences of an input list to cluster them into groups or columns before
we revise the labels in a refinement phase. We argue that the requirements of high overlap
between knowledge bases and input lists could not easily be obtained routinely, especially
when performing an extraction on an arbitrary list. Firstly, we exploit the style similarity
of sequences in a list to perform segmentation. We observe that although delimiters may
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occur in field values in a list, certain delimiters are often used to separate field values in the
list. From that observation, we adapt the idea of the proximity-based positional model for
labels to delimiters to detect how likely a punctuation mark should be a delimiter to separate
field values in sequences. The main role of the model is to detect delimiters in a list and
use them to perform segmentation. Then, we propose a novel structural similarity measure
to evaluate how likely it is that two text segments should be aligned into the same group
or column. The proposed structural similarity measure is defined by mainly exploiting ro-
bust features on structures of any two text segments within a list. Then we devise a data
shifting-alignment technique to group similar text segments into clusters or groups by using
the structural similarity measure. Our proposed technique exploits the positional informa-
tion relating to text segments and combines with this structural similarity to elucidate the
repeating patterns among portions of strings within a list in order to group text segments in
an alignment process. The labels of text segments in the groups are then exploited to build a
graphical model and revise the results for extraction of information. We conduct an extensive
experimental study with real datasets on the web. The experimental results show that our ex-
traction method is robust, and performs well with high performance and it is less dependent
on knowledge base than the current state-of-the-art study.
6.2 Suggestions for future research
Based on the current studies and research results achieved from this thesis, we suggest some
new research topics for future investigation as follows.
1. Currently, the graphical model in the refinement phase in our framework is used to
capture the structure of sequences in a list from statistical information relating to labels in the
matching phase. In practice, people may include several types of entities in a list. Moreover,
information about entities may be written in different formats in a list. An example of this
issue can be considered in a bibliographical domain. Scientists may mix the references of
their journal publications, technical reports, and book chapters on their home pages and they
could be written in different formats, which define different orders of field values, e.g. [Title,
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Authors, Conference, Year] or [Authors, Year, Title, Conference]. Although the graphical
model in our framework can capture different transitions of labels, it would be more effec-
tive to categorise such heterogeneous lists into homogeneous lists before our proposed data
shifting-alignment technique is applied. This would require a structured based categorisation
technique to operate on such lists to perform entity extraction. This is one of the possible
directions for future work.
2. Our proposed structural similarity and data-shifting alignment technique can help to
reduce the dependency on a knowledge base when we extract information about entities in
lists. However, the current approach still makes an assumption that the attributes of the val-
ues to be extracted from an input list are available in a knowledge base when building a
graphical model for revising labelling results. In practice, some attributes may be missed in
the knowledge base and we do not always have data about all of the types of entities. For
example, DBLP ([1]) provides a great knowledge base on references in computer science of
bibliographical domain but it does not contain information about the locations of the con-
ferences. Therefore, how to build a statistical extraction model for the problem of entity
extraction from lists with some unknown labels would become a challenging and difficult
research problem in such situations. Structural similarity and positional information of text
segments in a list can be exploited to group or align them into columns if they are repre-
sented in similar styles in an input list. Therefore, our proposed techniques in this thesis can
be extended to open an opportunity to extract information from any input lists without the
assumption. That is one of the future studies that could be undertaken.
3. Information about entities may not be complete in an individual list and it may be
scattered in several lists on the web. For example, information about publications of sci-
entists can be found in the list of publications on their home pages but information about
the locations of the conferences or journals, their rankings, or reviewers can be contained in
other lists on the web. Therefore, a further research problem on entity extraction from lists is
how to synthesise information about entities and produce derived tables from such raw lists
on the web. That is referred to as the problem of “list stitching” which involves combining
lists of entities into a meaningful table and identifying additional attributes and values for its
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rows from lists. Those research results would also provide a reasoning capability to detect
new relationships between entities from different lists on the web and open an opportunity
to study an ecosystem of implicit structured data from lists on the web.
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